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Abstract 
The fruits of the genera Polamogeton and Groenlandia are treated on the basis of 
recent and subfossil material. This is mainly from Fennoscandia, and consists of more 
than 17 000 •>frnit stones•>, 2 000 of which are recent. The morphology of the endocarps 
has been studied, an attempt being made to find new characters to Supplement those 
a\ready presented by other authors as diagnostic of the species. Descriptions and illustra-
tions are given of the endocarps of 22 species, for 18 of which subfossil material was 
available. A key to the species is proYided. Anatomical features of endocarps are described 
and illustrated which may be used as new identifying characters. :\Iethacry late plastic 
was employed in sectioning the endocarps. The morphology of the endocarp sclereids 
has been examined from the taxonomic point of \' iew. Cell wall substances of sclereids 
have been studied by some histochemical and physical methods, and changes under 
fossilization observed. The endocarp size is studied by some statistical methods. The 
taxonomical value of the fruit characters is discussed. 
I. l ntroduction 
Aquatic plants have recently begun to acquire an accepted position in 
Quaternary palaeobotany because of their relati\·ely quick response to climatic 
and ecological changes (d. e.g. IVERSEX, 1960, \'ASARI, 1962). Their signifi-
cance is further increased by the usually good and abundant preservation of 
their macroscopic plant remains in timnie deposits . The present study deals 
with fruits of the pondweed genera Potanwgeton and Groenlandia, the former 
the largest one (21 species) among the higher aquatics of northwest Europe. 
Rather few data, however, have been published on the fossil occurrence 
of pondweed species, evidently owing to difficulties encountered in identifica-
tion. 
This study was begun in 1964, using a comparatively large collection of 
subfossil Potamogeton endocarps or »fruit stones>>, accumulated by Dr. 
A. L . Backman in the course of about fifty years. He had no opportunity 
to deal with this material in his lifetime, and accordingly entrusted it to the 
present author for closer examination. The first step in its study was the 
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identification of the endocarps, and the experience gained m this work 1s 
described in the present paper. .-\lthough some keys have been published for 
the identification of pondweed endocarps (see p. 6) there was an obvious 
need for a special study, comprising both recent and subfossil material. Re-
cent material was gathered to make identification of the subfossil samples 
possible, and this led to the examination of the taxonomic value of the fruit 
cha racters. 
The characters of the complete fruits are both important and extensively 
used in the identification of recent pondweeds. FIEBER (1838) in his ~>Die 
Potamogeta Böhmens~> has already drawn attention to many of the most 
significant fruit characters. Good illustrations of fruits and various fruit forms 
of central European species are gi,·en in REICHEXBACH (184.5). In the mono-
graphs of the genus by ASCHERSOX & GRAEBKER (1907) and HAGSTRÖM (1916), 
detailed descriptions are also gi,·en of entire fruits of the species, and the shape 
and size of the fruits are regularly used in the keys to the species of MORONG 
(1893), HEGI (1935), CLAPHA~\'1 et al. (1952), HYLANDER (1953) and MASON 
(1957), among others . FERXALD (1932: 11) also assigns great significance to 
the fruits in species determination . His monograph contains a great number 
of photos of entire fruits of Korth American linear-leaved pondweeds. In his 
corresponding study of broad-leand Potamogeton species, ÜGDEX (1943) has 
described and illustrated fruit characters, too. JuzEPcUK (1934) presents with 
illustrations a group of the most typical Russian Potamogeton fruits. BERTSCH 
(194.1) has constructed an illustrated key for identifying the commonest cen-
trat European Potamogeton species on the basis of the fruits, and BEIJERIXCK 
(194.7) has another with illustrations of whole fruits. Aceurate schematic illus-
trations of fruit profiles are presented by CLASON (1964) in his fruit key to 
species, and species determinaticns based on whole fruits are also discussed 
by KATZ et al. (1965). 
Endocarps of fertile North American pondweed species, eroded through 
being eaten by game ducks , are described \Yith fine illustrations by MARTIN & 
UHLER (1939), MARTIN (1951 ) and ~IARTIX & BARKLEY (1961), and their 
characters compare weil with those of subfossils. 
Complete fruits are not essential for the determination of the pondweed 
species. In fact, the »fruit stones~~ reveal better identifying characters than 
fruits with the fleshy parts still left . Some characters may be lost, e.g. the 
colour of the exocarp, but still more details are gained, when the outer parts 
are, removed . However, identification of the species on the basis of fruit re-
mains alone, - as in palaeontology -, must be carried out with certain res-
ervations. A number of factors complicate the situation - among them: 
the morphological variability of the fruits , the erosion of important identifying 
characters, and possible similarities between the fruits of closely related spe-
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cies. In addition, certain hybrids produce fruits and this fact may make identi-
fication difficult, as may also the immaturity of the fruits. 
GonwrN (1956) has compiled data on subfossil P otamogeton fruits identified 
by different workers. These renal that British sediments have yielded the 
fruit remains of seventeen Potamogeton species and one hybrid. In addition, 
subfossil Potamogeton fruits from deposits in different parts of Europe have 
been determined and illustrated by REID e.g. 190/, Su::-.:DELIX (1917), ] ES-
SEX & MILTHERS (1928), STARK et al. (1932), h.ULCZYXSKI (1932), BAAS 
(1932, 1938), } ESSEN (1949), STEU LOFF (1951), 1\IKITI::\' (1957) and NEGRU 
(1968), among others. From Finnish limnic sediments subfossil Potamogeton 
fruits have been determined by, for example, ]ESsE:-.: (unpubl.), VASARI (1962, 
1963, 1965), Sor.:SA (1965), TüLOXEX (1963, 1967, 1968), and VALOVIRTA (1965). 
] ESSEN (1949, 1955) has devised a key to subfossil Potamogeton fruits which 
permits identification of >>fruit stones>> on a uniform basis. MADALSKI (1949) 
has presented another key, based on recent material, which relies partly on 
different identifying characters. The atlas compiled by KATz et al. (1965) 
for subfossil fruit and seed determination contains the most complete in-
formation to date for identifying P otamogeton fruit remains. This atlas also 
introduces some eastern species, not occurring in Fennoscandia. The part 
concerning Potamogeton species is based partly on MADALSKr 's and ]EssE:-.r's 
keys and illustrations. In addition, the atlas contains illustrations of Pota-
mogeton subfossils cletermined and drawn by different workers, and data of 
fossil and recent occurrences of pondweed species. However, the heterogene-
ity of the illustrated material makes the comparison of the species somewhat 
clifficult. 
The present stucly is concemed with Fennoscandian P otamogeton species 
encountered in the form of subfossil remains (18 species) and deals briefly 
with three other species, which might easily be confused with some of them 
because of the similar appearance of their endocarps. Groenlandia densa has 
also been inducled because of its taxonomically interesting features. 
II. Material and methods 
The subfossil material, accumulated by Dr. A . L. Backman, consists of 14 490 ~fruit 
stones•>. They were collected by him, together with other plant remains, during the years 
1913-59 from peatlands in Finland and adjacent territories. The laboratory methods 
employed in the separation of the macrofossils were those in general use in Fennoscandia 
(cf. BACKMAX, 1965). The endocarps were presen-ed in a solution of 70% alcohol, 25 % 
water and 5% glycerol. In addition to this material, 851 subfossiltfruit stones•, collected 
from north K arelia, east Finland, were recei,·ed from Dr. K. Tolonen. The total sub-
fossil material of more than 15 000 t fruit stonest constitutes the basis of the present study. 
The main part of the material is deposited a t the Department of Geology and Palaeonto-
logy and a minor part at the Botanical Museum (H) , üni>ersity of Helsinki. 
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The recent fruit material was mainly t aken from Potamogeton specimens of the Bo-
t anical :\Iuseum (H ), which ensured that the identification of the fruit material was cor-
rect . A minor part of the recent m aterial was received from Dr. A . L . Backman, and 
some further samples were collected by myself. The recent m aterial comprises about 
2 000 fruits of 22 species from various districts of Finland and, in some cases, from other 
parts of northem Europe. The recent fruits were prepared by boiling them 5- 10 minutes 
in KOH ( 5%) t o remove the outer fleshy part (]ESSE~. 1955). 
Backman 's col lect ion of subfossil Potamogeto11 tfruit stones» from Ostrobothnia, west-
ern Finland, determined by ] ESSE:-< ( 1955: 1), was of great importance in the early stages 
of my work, when I was learning to recognize the species, and lat er enabled comparison 
of the concepts of ] essen and myself, in the case of some troublesome species. 
In general a low power microscope is needed fo r the proper s tudy and detennination 
of the pondweed endocarps. The measurements were m ade with an ocular micromet er , 
the most important measurements being (Fig. H): the length of the endocarp or the dis-
tance from the base to the top, and the breadth of the endocarp or the great est dimension 
of th e endocarp at righ t angles t o the length (cf. e.g. ] ESSEK, 1955:3). The m easurem ents 
exclude the beak and the stalk, and t he crest or ridge of the lid. •>Student's•> t-test was 
used t o examine the significance of the measurements. 
Sections were m ade from the sides of the endocarps, since some interspecific differ-
en ces were noted in the surface tissues. Same transverse and longitudinal sections were 
also made. Recent endocarps of each species were sectioned, and some of the comruonest 
Subfossi ls were also sect ioned for comparison. Owing to t he hardness of the recent endo-
carps, pa raffin proved t oo soft as an embedding medium. Thus, plastic embedding m e-
diums were tried. These mediums ha,-e already been used in plant anatomy, for instance , 
when sect ioning ha rdwoods, and in p reparations for electron microscopy (d. e.g. CATHEY, 
1963 , liiOLLE~HAUER, 1964, liiERCER & BIRBECK, 1966). l\Iethacrylate plastic was pre-
ferred because it perm.itted rather quick and sin1ple sect ioning of the endocarps with an 
ordinary s t eel knife. The procedure was as follows ( BERLV~. 1963): 
Embedding: A polymerizing mixturewas prepared of I volume of methyl m ethacrylate 
and 9 volumes of butyl m ethacrylate, with 1 % benzoyl peroxide as catalyst. The mixture 
of monomers was polymerized in a waterbath (60-80°C) until semifluid . Dehydra t ed 
endocarps were embedded in the mixture in veterinary capsules and polymerization was 
accomplished in 1-2 days at 50°C. The hardness of the matri.x m ay be increased or de-
creased by increasing or decreasing the proportion of m ethyl methacrylat e. For a more 
cletailed description of the technique, see BERLYx 's ( 1963} article. 
Section cutting: A sl id ing microtome was usecl to cut 6- 15 /.1. sections. 
lH ounting: The sections were transferred from the knife t o the object ::;Iides, m ounted 
in a semifluid po lymerizing mi_,ture of the monomers (usually the remainder of the em-
bedcling m ixture) and covered with coverslips. One day at 50°C accomplished the poly-
merizat ion of the mounting medium. Thus, the remo,·al of the m atrix from the sections 
w as unnecessar y. 
To study cell shape, t he endocarps were macerated by J effrey's method (d. e.g. Jo-
HAxSsEx, 1940) with I 0 % cluomic acid and I 0 ° 0 nitric acid, 1: I by volume. 
I llustrations: The profiles of the entire endocarps (Figs. 44 - 138) and figures of the 
macerated cells (Figs. 1-22) were drawn with t he aid of Wild's m.icroscope and drawing 
tube (:\I20 KGS). Tissue drawings (Figs. 23- 43) were made with a K en-A-Vision micro-
projector. Photos were taken with an Exacta camera, joined t o the photo-ocular Jenses 
of \'\' ild's microscope. 
III. The Potamogetonaceae fruit 
l. Structure of the fruit 
The fruit wall, the pericarp, has an outer celllayer of ± cubic cells (exo-
carp or epicarp), below which is a rather thin fleshy part (parenchymatous 
mesocarp), followed by the >>fruit stone>  (sclerified mesocarp), which is com-
monly called the endocarp (cf. e .g. REEVE, 19:>4b, EsAu, 1962) - a practice 
which is also adopted here. The innermost celllayer of the pericarp (the inner 
epiderm or, in the strict sense, the enclocarp, STERLIXG, 19:>3) has massively 
thickened cell walls, the cells are long and narrow, with their long axes paral-
lel to that of the seed (Fig. 146, cf. GRAEB:->ER, 1908:421). The occurrence of 
large air spaces in the fleshy part of the mesocarp is characteristic of certain 
species (e.g. P otamogetcn natans , P. vaginatus ancl P. pectinatus ), while others 
have more compact parenchyma, sometimes cartilaginous (P. a!pinus) and 
very thin (e.g. P. panormitanus, Groenlandia densa). The sclerified part of the 
mesocarp is usually thicker than the fleshy part of the fruit , comprising 1- 18 
(on the average 8-9 in Fennoscandian species) layers of sclereids, counted 
from the transversal section of the locule wall. The pondweed fruit has a 
characteristic endocarp loop protrucling into the carpel locule (the partition 
"IYall of the locule, Fig. 140). The dorsal part of the endocarp wall has two 
closely placed sutures, along which the fruit wall opens to allow the emergence 
of the germinating seed (the part between the sutures is referred to as the 
>>lid>> , Fig. 44:11). Along the sutures the cells are thin-walled and parenchym-
at ous, thus differing from the surrounding tissue. The endocarp is supplied 
by two vascular traces. The !arge bundle entering the base of the fruit im-
mediately splits into a ± united ventral trace, which enters the chalaza 
along the partition wall of the locule, and a smaller dorsal trace, which leacls 
to the style through the dorsal lid (cf. SrxGH, 1965) . 
The seed coat is poorly deYeloped, compared with the thick fruit wall . 
It comprises the inner and the outer integuments, each of which has generally 
only two layers (NETOLITZKY, 1926). The seed de,·elops from a campylotropous 
ovule and is hook-like or spirally (G. densa) curved . The seed has no endo-
sperm; the curved embryo constitutes the whole of the seed, having a massive 
hypocotyl. The seed coat is free from the fruit wall and the seed also detaches 
easily from the seed coat (Fig. 140, cf. GRAEBXER, 1907). The seed coat of 
Groenlandia densa is a loose, sack-like em·elope araund the seed (cf. HYL.'\X-
DER, 1953). 
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The pondweed fruit has been classified in different ways by different au-
thors, e .g. as a drupe or >>steinfrucht» (REICHENBACH, 1845, GRAEBNER, 1908), 
as a drupelet, or as drupaceous (MoROXG, 1893; FRYER et al, .1915) as a drupe 
or an achene (CLAPHAM et al., 1952, in many floras) as a drupelet or nutlet 
(JuzEPCUK, 1934, LAWREXCE, 1951). The very variety of terms shows that 
none of them fit the fruit exactly. GRAEBXER (1907 :40) describes the pond-
weed fruits as follows: ·>Fructus partiales drupacei rarius membranacei Yel 
coriacei . . . >>, which also indicates that the fruits of the different species can-
not be covered by one single term. The fruit does not agree with the defini-
tion of an achene (e.g . LAWREXCE, 1956:79, 81): the seed coat is not adnate 
to the pericarp and under natural conditions the fruits of this aquatic family 
a re hardly ever >>dry>> . For the last-mentioned reason it is neither a nut nor a 
nutlet. The general diYision into fleshy and dry fruits (see the discussion of 
this question by MÄKIKEX 1965) is not Yery useful here, because the fruit 
does not typically belong to either of these two classes. However, the majority 
of the fruits of the Fennoscandian species might be called >>eoriaceous drupes>> 
(LuTHER, unpubl. ): histologically they are drupes, the pericarp being dif-
ferentiated into the exocarp, mesocarp and stony endocarp, but morpho-
logically they resemble an achene, being small, having a thin, often leathery 
mesocarp and primitive venation . Another feature unusual in a drupe is that 
the fruit wall opens with a »lid >> in the dorsal area. A similar lid-character is 
found in the fruits of the genus Ruppia (cf. EBER, 1934) and the extinct genus 
Linmocarpus (NEGR , 1968: 1301, Figs . 1-12), which shows the close relation-
ship of these genera (REID, 1898, CHAXDLER, 1961). 
The pondweed fruit shows the differentiation and different stages of de-
velopment observed in many other families, e .g. in Ranunculaceae (CHUTE, 
1930) and in Rosaceae (KovAXDA, 1961). Even the term >>coriaceous drupe >> 
cloes not properly fit the fruit of Groenlandia, because its >>fruit stone>> has 
only one single layer of sclereids, the inner epiderm of the pericarp (Fig. 148:a) . 
A brief examination of foreign material showed that the Potamogeton speci '2s 
of the American section H ybridi frequently have only 2-3 sclerified cell 
layers, which is fewer than the average number (8-9) of the genus. Another 
kind of development is found in P otanwgeton crispus, which shows a tendency 
to a syncarpous gynoecium, its four carpels being adnate at the base. The 
Iid is more or less short in the genera Ruppia and Limnocarptts, while in P ota-
moge!on and Groeulandia it is generally Jong, extending from the pedunde to 
the base of the style. Exceptions are the species of the subgenus Coleogeton 
(Potamogeton pectinatus , P. vaginatus and P.filiformis), P. crispus and P. al-
pinus, in which the Iid is always sbort, and this character may have taxo-
nomical significance. Outgrowths on the »fruit stones>> (warts, spines, crests 
or ridges. Fig. 44) ha,·e considerable diagnostic value at specific Ievel, as have 
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also the very constant interspecific differences in the size and form of the 
endocarp. The differences in these features seem tobe caused by characteristic 
differences in the size and form of the endocarp sclereids, and - evidently -
by differences in the cell division and ontogeny of the sclereids. 
2. Classification of endocarp sclereids 
Differences observed in the surface pattems of the pondweed endocarps 
led the author to a more detailed study of the morphology of the endocarp 
sclereids and tissues. For this purpose the endocarps were macerated (Figs . 
1-22) ancl sectionecl (Figs. 23-4.3) . 
The sclereids are thick-wallecl cells, which usually have relatinly short 
boclies, the form of which shows a wide range of variation. Plant fibres , the 
other thick-walled cell group of the sclerenchyma, are characterized by greater 
length and a more constantly spindle-like form. However, it is difficult to 
draw an exact boundary between fibres and sclereids (cf. e.g. EsAu, '1 965: 
203-204). General classifications of sclereids have been made (see e.g. FosTER, 
1949, EsAu, 1965), but a satisfactory and generally applicable system has 
not yet been evolved because of the great variation of their form in different 
plant bodies and the considerable intergradation existing between the estab-
lished categories. Furthermore, difficulties arise in practice from the variation 
of the cell forms within the same organ , as here in the pondweed endocarps. 
Therefore, the following three categories do not correspond exactly to any 
earlier classification, but represent the ideal types of the commonest cell forms 
observed in the pondweed endocarps. 
Type 1. Short, regularly angular, ± isodiametric sclereids (Figs. '1-4.), 
the form of which resembles that of regular parenchyma cells, - >>brachy-
sclereids> accorcling to general classifications (cf. e.g. EsAu, 1965:219). The 
lumen may be wicle or constricted, depending on the thickness of the secondary 
cell walls. 
Type 2. Long, narrow, fibre-like sclereids (Figs. 5-10). They are, perhaps, 
too short to be classified as >>filiform> sclereids, a term in general use. Short 
fibres may also have the same appearance. Secondary cell wall thickening 
generally strong. 
Type 3. Irregular, ± ramified sclereids (Figs. 11-'15, 21) of variable 
length. They show too great variation in form from rounded to ± branched, 
to fit into any category of general classifications. The lumen of these cells is 
often wide and secondary thickening of cell walls relatively weak. 
Cell types which were intermediate between these sclereid categories were 
found in almost every endocarp. Besides these, there is another intermediate 
cell group that deserves mention, consisting of forms which are intermediate 
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bet>Yeen sclereid cells and parenchymatous mesocarp cells (Figs. 8 h- f, 12 
d-f, 148, 149). In some pondweed species these >>transitional sclereids>> form 
continuous tissue at the surface of the endocarp (Fig. 149). Cells of this kind 
have been reported also from other drupes and have a corresponding situation 
(cf. Amygdalus in B ROOKS, 194.0, Rubus in R EEVE, 1954b). A series of these 
transitional cell forms ranges from sclereids whose pits are la rge and some-
what elongated (Fig. 12d), through forms with wider pits (Figs. Sf, 12f) , to 
cell s in which the thickened parts of the secondary cell wall are restrict ed to 
helical thickenings (Figs. Sg-h, lli9), as in tracheids . The length of these 
transitional cells Yaried considerably with both the situation (longer in dorsal 
a rea of endocarps) and species. 
The sclereids of the endocarps are abundantly pitted and some interspe-
cific differences can be noticed. In general, the pits are so-called simple pits 
(c f. e.g. EsAu, 1965), and also ramiform pits occur, especially in the sclereids 
of t ype 1. The pit canals are especially narrow and winding in P. trichoides 
(Fig. 21). 
3. The endocarp tissu e 
The inner epiderm is structurally similar in all the pondweed species dealt 
with here, apart from differences in cell size, which depends on endocarp size. 
As the endocarp of Groenlandia densa comprises the inner epiderm only, it 
gives a good picture of the structure of the inner epiderm in general (Figs. 9, 
146-148). The cells of this one-layered tissue are long ancl narrow, and the 
ends of the sclereicls a re usually blunt (Fig . 9, a in ventral and dorsal views, 
b in siele view) . Pits are absent from the walls of the sclereids adjoining the 
locule (Fig. 9c). The cells of the inner epiderm have their long axes parallel 
to that of the seed . 
In some pondweed species, the surface tissue of the endocarp is composed 
of only one of the cell t ypes mentioned aboYe, in other species there are two 
or three t ypes usually occupying certain areas of the sides. Deviations from 
the general cell type are caused around the partition wall of the locule by the 
peculiar curved contour of the endocarp, and by the joint between the style 
and the endocarp. Around the lid opening, a t the edges of the sides, the cells 
often differ in either shape or size. In the deeper layers of the endocarps the 
tissue is either similar or, in the case of some species, there is a transition from 
one cell t ype to another, the change always involving an increase in the long 
ancl narrow cells (t ype 2.). The transition is never very abrupt, unlike that 
found in the enclocarps of some P runus species (TuK.Ev & You~G, 1939). 
The species dealt with here may be diYided into groups on the basis of the 
cell t ype predominating in their endocarps. 





FJGS. 1-6.- :\Iacerated cells of recent endocarps: 1 P. natans, 2 P. alpinus, 3 P . berchtoldii , 
4 P . praelongus, 5 P. coloratus, 6 P. polygonifolius. 
Group 1. Endocarp tissue composed mainly of short, polyhedral cells 
(type 1.): Potamogeton natans (Figs. 1, 23) , P. praelongus (Figs. 4, 25), P. al-
pinus (Figs. 3, 26), P. compressus (Figs. 19, 32), P. acutifolius (Figs. 18, 33), 
P. obtusifolius (Figs. 16, 35), P. berchtoldii (Figs. 3, 39) and P. vaginatus (Figs. 
17, 42). Of these species, P. compressus, P. acutijolius and P. vaginatus have 
borders of type 2. cells along the dorsal margins of their sides, and P. obtusi-
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Frcs. ;-1 0. - ::llacerated cells of recent endocarps: i P. lucens a-c cells from inner en-
docarp layers, d surface cell . 8 P. gra111ineus a-e cells from inner endocarp layers, e surface 
cell , h-f transition al cells. 10 P. zizii a-d cells of Yarious par ts of endocarp . - 9 G. densa 
cells of inner epide rm . a, b different dews of cells showing manner of pitting, c locule side 
of sclereid, d s ide d ews of sclereids. 
the cells of the dorsal margin of the sides are smaller than the others, though 
of the same t ype. The cell size increases considerably in the deeper layers of 
the endocarp tissue in P. praelongus (Fig . 25 a: deeper layer, b surface tissue) 
and P. vaginatus, and the cells are frequently replaced by 1-3 large inter-
cellular spaces (cf. FIEBER, 1838, MADALSKI, 1949). The secondary cell walls 
of this group of species are generally thick , except in P. compressus and P . ob-
tusifolius, which have relatively thin and gelatinous secondary walls. P . na-
tans and P. acutijolius haYe massively thickened cell walls, constricted cell 
lumina and many ramiform pits. 
Group 2. Endocarp tissue composed only of long, narrow cells of t ype 2. , 
cells oriented with long axes paralleltothat of the seed: P. lucens (Figs. 7, 27), 
P . gramineus (Figs. 8, 28), P. zizii (Figs. 10, 30), P. polygonifolius (Figs. 6, 31) 




Fies. 1'1-15.- Macerated cells of recent endocarps: II P. crispus a-d cells from vadous 
parts of endocarp . 12 P. pectinalus a-b cells from inner endocarp layers, c-f cells 
from surface region, transitional forms. 13 P . pamwmilatttlS a-c cells from surface layers 
of endocarp, d cells from inner layers of endocarp. 14 P. perfolialus a-d cells from vadous 
parts of endocarp . 15 P. filiformis a-c cells from various parts of endocarp. 









FIGS. 16-22. - ::11acerated cells of recent ee: 16 P. obtusifolius cells from: a-b centre of 
side , c dorsal margin of side. 1 I P. vaginatus cells from: a dorsal margin of side, b-c centre 
of side. 18 P. acutifolius cells from : a dorsal margin of s ide, b-c centre of side. 19 P . com-
pressus cells from : a dorsal margin of side, b-c centre of side. 20 P. friesii, cells from various 
parts of e. 21 P. trichoides a-c cells from various parts of e. 22 P . rutilus a-c cells 
from Yarious parts of e. 
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Frcs. 23-31 . - Sectors of sections from sides of endocarps: 23 P. natans a deeper tissue 
(subf. ), b surface tissue (recent). 24 P. perfoliatus a subf, b recent. 25 P. praelongus a deeper 
tissue (subf.), b surface tissue (recent). 26 P. alpinzts. 27 P. lztcens . 28 P. gramineus. 29 
P. coloratus apart of b with great er magnifica tion , b scale same as for other Figs. 30 P. zizii. 
3 1 P. polygonifolius. 
and P . coloratus (Figs. 5, 29) . The single layer of Groenlandia densa (Figs. 9, 
146) is also composed of cells of this type. In general , the endocarp wall of 
this group of species is thin owing to the narrowness of the cells; some endo-
carps also have only a few layers of cells. The cells in the deeper layers of the 
endocarp usually have pointed ends (Figs . 7a,b; Sa,b; 10a,b), sometimes forked 
{Fig. Sd) . The endocarps of the three first-mentioned species are characterized 
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Frcs. 32-40 . - Sectors of sections from sides of recent endocarps: 32 P. compressus. 33 
P. acutifolius. 34 P. trichoides. 35 P. obtusifolius. 36 P. crispus. 37 P. frie sii a deeper tissue, 
b surface tissue. 38 P. panormitanus a surface tissue, b deeper tissue , c part of a with greater 
magnification. 39 P. berchtoldii. 4.0 P. rutilus . 
by shorter surface cells with wider lumina (Figs. 7d, Se, 10c,d). The cell ends 
frequently overlap in P. polygonifolius (Fig. 6) and P. coloratus (Fig. 5), and, 
like those of P. zizii, their cells are slightly undulate. P. polygonifolius fre-
quently has almost roundish cells around the central cavities of the sides 
(Fig. 31). The cell size has a positive correlation to the endocarp size, P. lucens 
having the largest and P. coloratus the smallest cells (cf. Figs. 27-31). The 
2 
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Frcs. 4 1-43.- Sections from sides of recent endocarps: 41 P. filiformis a whole sect i011 
from deeper tissue, Nos. 1-4, see explanations in text. b piece of surface tissue. 42 P. 
vaginat us Nos. 2-4, see text. t,3 P. pectinatus a surface tissue, b deeper tissue Xos. !-l•, 
see te~:i:. 
occurrence of transitional sclereids between the endocarp and the mesocarp 
is characteristic of all the species of this group. They form a continuous tissue 
of 1-3 celllayers, and are especially abundant around the style (cf. >>Speicher-
tracheiden» in POHL, 1934) . 
Group 3. Endocarp tissue composed of irregular, ± ramified cells of type 
3: P. perfoliatus (Figs. 14, 24), in some fruit forms the endocarp sides have 
a dorsal border of type 2. cells (Fig. 24b), P. crispus (Figs. 11, 36). P. trichoi-
des (Figs. 21, 34), P. panormitanus (Figs. 13, 3 ), P.filiformis (Figs. 15, 41) and 
P. pectinatus (Figs. 12, 43). In the deeper layers of the sides the cell form 
changes to that of type 2. in P. crispus, P. panormitanus and P. pectinattts. 
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In P . panormitanus not all the deeper long and narrow cells are extended 
parallel to the inner epiderm, as they are in the two other species . P . fi liformis 
is characterized by some layers of rectangular , elongated cells forming a fan-
like pattern at the endocarp surface; in the deeper layers of its endocarp, the 
size of the cells increases and their arrangement changes. Similar features are 
found in the endocarp tissue of P. vaginatus . The cell size varies greatly in 
the species of this group , rauging from large (P. crispus) to very small (P . pa-
normitanus). 
P. friesii (Figs. 20, 37) and P. rutilus (Figs. 22, 40) do not fit naturally 
into any one of the three groups, because the tissue of their endocarps is com-
posed of all three types of cell and no t ype is clearly dominant. However, 
because of its irregular cell form, P. friesii corresponds best to the species 
of groups 3. and 2., while the angular, usually short cell form of P. rutilus 
connects it with those of groups 1. and 2. 
4 . Cell wall structure of endocarp sclereids 
Clear, th in sect ions were obt a ined by using pl astic mediums for embedding and mount-
ing. By these m eans, Yarious more or less destructive treatments could be avoided (e.g. 
softening, removal of mounting medium and staining of ti ssues), and very matural •> 
preparat ions were obtained for microscopical in vestigation . 
Besides the shape of the cells, the structure of the cell walls also shows 
interspecific differences, e.g. in the thickness of the secondary cell walls (Figs . 
141, 146, 152, 154), in the manner of wall layering (Figs . 141, 152), in the 
abundance, length and width of the pit canals, andin the form of the pit aper-
ture (see e.g. Figs. 7, 11). To this may be added the distorted appearance of 
recent endocarp walls in some species (prominent e.g. in P. praelongus) . 
The cell walls of pondweed endocarps are of the multi-layered type, the 
secondary cell walls being composed of many layers, which a re distinguish-
able even in normal light. In polarized light still more thin lamellae become 
visible (Fig. 142). In general, the cell walls of recent endocarps showed a 
rather high degree of birefringence (Fig. 142) . Solution of the secondary cell 
walls occurs t o a considerable degree in subfossil endocarps, especiall y in the 
surface layers . This can be seen when a section of a subfossil endocarp of 
P. natans (Fig. 139) is compared with a section of a recent fruit (Fig. 141). 
When treat ed with ph1oroglucinol-HCL (see e.g. ]ENSE~, 1962), the cell 
walls of both recent and subfossil endocarps revealed strong lignification by 
a rapid change t o v iolet red, bright in recent, darker in subfossil endocarps. 
In some species the secondary cell walls were found t o have a relatively thicl< 
part with a gelatinous appearance (Figs . 150, 152, 153) . In polarized light, 
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in sections parallel to the side surface, some gelatinous walls show a faint 
sparse striation, the outer (primary) and the inner (>>tertiary>>) wall layers 
being distinguishable owing to their stronger birefringence. This kind of wall 
structure was an especially prominent feature in endocarps of P. compressus 
(Fig. 153) and P. obtusifolius (Figs. 150, 152), although it was also notice-
able in a less conspicuous form in some cells of other species. Somewhat similar 
walls with gelatinous layers are reported in fibres (>>gelatinous fibres>> of ten-
sion wood cf. e.g. EsAu, 1965), and also in other studies of sclereids (cf. e.g. 
sclereids in Pandanus, BAILEY, 1954). 
The occurrence of granular particles in the cell lumina should be mentioned 
and these may also be preserved in subfossil endocarp cells (Fig. 151a). They 
are especially prominent in P. compressus and P. obtusifolius endocarps. In 
sections of recent fruits of the two species they appear colourless, rounded, 
granular or porous bodies, and seem to be loose within the cell or, at most, 
attached by a thin stalk to the cell wall. In many cases they follow the form 
of the cell Iumen. In subfossils they a re stained dark brown. In fossil endo-
carps of P. natans they have many brauehing arms, as if tbe cell Iumina and 
long pit canals had filled up with a substance that persisted after the decom-
position of the secondary cell walls. In recent endocarps of the species they 
were difficult to discern because of the thick walls and the constricted cell 
Iumina. Cell fillings without a fixed form were also general in some species 
(e.g . P. praelongus, P. perfoliatus). Calciumsalt secretions of these kinds occur 
frequently in cell Iumina (cf. e.g. NETOLITZKY, 1929, KüSTER, 1956), and Ca 
oxalate druses are common in the endocarp cells of some species, e.g. Rubus 
stricosus (REEVE, 1954). However, in endocarp cells of Potamogeton species 
the typical pointed edges of the druses were not seen, nor did they shine 
brightly in polarized light. 
There is evidence that the carbohydrates of pondweed endocarps are mainly 
hemicelluloses. When the endocarps were macerated, they dissolved so com-
pletely in ordinary solvents in 6-12 hours, that only the integuments of the 
fruits were left. This does not usually happen with otber plant material. When 
the degree of polymeriza tion (D P ) of the endocarp carbohydrates was measured 1, 
the DP of P. natans was found to be 76 and 97 (two specimens), and that 
of P . praelongus 357. When DP 200 is taken as the technical Iimit between 
cellulose and hemicelluloses (cf. e.g. SmTOLA, 1967), the values of the P. na-
tans endocarps indicate hemicelluloses, and that of P. praelongus short-chained 
cellulose. However, also hemicelluloses with a DP up to 1600 are found 
(cf. ROELOFSEN, 1959). Evidently, owing to their higher DP, P. praelongus 
endocarps were also more resistant in maceration solvents. This reveals some 
1 Done by standard methods at the I"nstitute of Technology (Helsinki), technochemical 
labora tory. 
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interesting points: firstly that there are interspecific differences in the degree 
of polymerization of the endocarp carbohydrat es; secondly that their mole-
cule chains are very short compared with the average values obtained from 
plant fibres, the DP of which is 6 000-10 000 (TIMELL, 1955). It proved, 
moreover, that when carbohydrates were removed from the specimens (using 
ferronatriumtartrate as the solvent), their percentages were very small, 
21-24 %· On the basis of infrared spectra t aken from the residue this was 
found to consist mainly of Iignin or relat ed compounds, their percentages 
being very high , 76- 79 % (cf. ya]ues in BRAUNS & BRAU:'\S, 1960). Thus, 
the high lignin content and low short-chained hemicellulose-cellulose content 
may provide an explanation of t he rapid solution of the endocarps when 
macerated. 
BAILF.Y (1 954) and his co-workers haYe also not ed that certain cells, such as gelati-
nous fibres and sclereids, dissolve during maceration, and a ttribute this t o the manner of 
wall layering. On the basis of their studies of sclerenchyma BAILEY & K ERR (1935, 1951•) 
report that not all cells have secondary walls composed of lamellae with different fibrillar 
orientat ion , but that in some cell types (e.g. gelatinous fi bres and sclereids) the alterna-
tion of brilliant and dark zones displayed by the cell walls in polarized ligh t is due to the 
alternat ion of anisotropic and trnly isotropic material. According t o BAILEY ( 1 954:7 i), 
the isotropic (•>lignim) layers dissolve and t he cellnlose layers may >>Slip aparh. However, 
this interpretation of cell wall layering has not gained general acceptance in the light of 
more recent studies (c.f . e.g. ROELOFSE=--, 1959) . 
Further studies on the chemical composition of the endocarps seem t o be 
required. I n general, hemicelluloses a re in amorphaus condition and thus not 
birefringent in polarized light, as were the pondweed endocarp cell walls 
(Fig. 142, P. natans) . l\Ia nnans are, however, reported to be an exception t o 
this rule (ROELOFSEN, 1959) ; their DP of 10-80 also agrees weil with those 
obt ained from P. natans endocarps. The high Iignin content of the endocarps 
also needs further investigation. 
IV . Descriptions of the endocarps of the Fennoscandian species 
1. The characters, t erms and abbreviations used in the descriptions 
of subfossils 
The outer , fl eshy layers have usually vanished from fossil fruits . The exocarp may 
sometimes remain as a sack-like attachment (especially in P. na/ans and P. berchtoldii ), 
as weil as some of the mesocarp of the frnit (often in P. alpinus). The seed coat is also 
preserved, if the dorsal Iid has retained its original position (cf. the *tegmetmm in NEGRU, 
I 968) . The ~tyle, stigma and stalk persist in ripe fruits and may still be present also in 
fossil fruits. The morphological characters and tenns used in the descrip tions of subfossil 
endocarps are illustrated in F ig. 44. 
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Frc. H . P . natans, subfossil endocarp . I; a P. alpinus. I I b P. perfolialzts. 1 I c P. lucens. 
1. beak (s t yle and stigma) 
2. ventral area 
3. dorsal area 
4. side 
5. central depression 
6. furrow marking partition wall of locule 
i. stalk 










keel of Iid (or, in some species, crest 
or ridge) 
crispate m argin of s ide 
tongue or projection of apex of Iid 
length 
breadth 
Iid profiles in t op Yiew 
a) rounded (with crest) 
b) keeled 
c) roof-shaped (with ridge) 
It is not always possible to use all the characters shown abo\·e in the identification of 
foss il fruits. Those which are sometimes less useful are the projecting parts, wh.ich easily 
wear off, such as the beak, stalk, warts and spines, the crest and tongue of the Iid, and 
the crispate margin of the sides. The Ias ting characters include (cf. ] ESSE~. 194 9, 1955, 
lVIADALSKI, '1949} 1 . the shape and 2. size of the endocarp, 3. the profile of the Iid and 
4. ventral area in side view, 5. the profile of the Iid in t op Yiew, 6. the position of the beak 
and i. stalk, 8. the lengtl1 of the Iid, 9. the length of the inten·al sometimes occurring 
between the apex of the Iid and the base of the beak, I 0. the structure of the tissue ob-
served either in the surface pattem or in anatornical sections of the endocarps, and II. the 
thickness of the endocarp wall. The shape of the endocarp is greatly affected by the pro-
file of the ventral area. It m ay vary in certain species, being com·ex, straight, S-shaped 
or irregular. The crest, ridge or warts of the Iid and the basal and ,·entral warts and boss-
es are diagnostic at specific Ievel. \Vhen these organs ha\'e been presen·ed, the shape 
of the stigma and the length of the style are yaJuable characters (cf. HAGSTRÖ~I . 19 16). 
Differences in the surface of the endocarps haye not been described before. Surface 
patterns were first observed by mein the subfossil endocarps, whose surfaces were either 
weil preserved, or eroded in a special m anner. In fact, tissue structures a re more easily 
observed in subfossil than in recent endocarps, because the latte r are somewhat trans-
lucent , which obscures the Iimits of the cell walls. Thus the nature of the surface of the 
endocarps, though not always such a distincth ·e character as, for example, in the seed 
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coats of the Najas species (LIXDBERG, 1900, BACKMAN, 1948,1950,1951, )1ERIL.ÜNEN, 
1968), gives valuable clues for the species determination . It should be pointed out that 
a single cha racter is seldom enough for the determination of a species, while it may still 
be possible to recognize a species e\·en though a signi ficant character is lacking . This fact 
m akes the use of a key somewhat difficult and uncertain. KeYertheless, I h aYe constructed 
a key based on both external morphology and anatomical characters (see p. 74). A good 
collection of recent endocarps for comparison is the best a id to determination, though this 
is oft en difficult t o obt ain . Illustrat ions of the endocarps m ay partly compensate for the 
Iack of recent specimens. 
A bbreviations 
The abbre\·iations used in the descript ions and the order in which the data a re presented 
are as follows: Average size1 of e. (e. = endocarp, ee. = endocarps), m ean length (m.l.), 
minimum and m aximum measurements in parenthesis, standard deviation (s.d.) of the 
populat iou (99.9% confidence Iimits); corresponding data on mean breadth (m.b.), 
shape of e.; profile of yentral area in side \"iew; cun ·ature of sides; data on Iid , beak aud 
stalk; other characters; n ature of the surface of subfossil e.; anatomical ch aracters; special 
rem arks. Tbe order of the species does not correspond exactly to any earlier a rrangem ent, 
and is primarly based on tbe fruit ch aracters. 
2 . Family Potamogetonaceae 
Fruits borne in spikes, gynoecia t etracarpellary, carpels free, sessile and one-seeded. 
The fruit ± coriaceous drupe, indehiscent, dorsal area (•Iid•) detach ing itself along two 
closely placed longitudinal sutures, ou germinat ion of seed. 
Genus Potamogeton L. 
Type species: Potamogeton nata1zs. 2 
E ndocarp wall witb more than one cell layer. 
Subgenus Potamogeton (Eupotamogeton Raunk. ) 
Endocarp wall with two or more cell layers. Lid usually lang, reacbing t op of endo-
carp. 
Sectio Potamogeton (Heterophylli Koch) 
This section includes nine Fennoscandian species (if P . zizii 1s considered 
a )>valid)> species). P. 11atans, P . perfoliatus and P. praelongus form a het ero-
1 see a lso section on size of endocarps, p. 6 1, and Figs. 192-193. 
2 The nomenclatu re follows the re\'ised treatment of the names of species and sections 
in Cusox ( 1 964), with a few exceptions. 
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geneous group, being united by similarities in the shape of their endocarps, 
which in some cases may make it difficult to distinguish between them. 
P. lucens, P. zizii and P. gramineus form a uniform group, clearly differing 
from the former group of species in the shape and tissue structure of the endo-
carps . P. coloratus and P. polygonifolius resemble the last-mentioned group 
in respect of the tissue structures of their endocarps but also display differ-
ences, e.g. in the shape of the endocarps; they are sometimes difficult to dis-
tinguish from each other. P. alpinus is clearly differentiated from the others 
by the distinctive features of its fruits. 
Subsectio Natantes Graebn. 
1. Potamogeton natans L. 
Sizelarge,m.l.2.G9(2 . z-- 3.2),s.d. 1. 87 - 3.42mm,m.b.2.!9(1.8-2.7), s.d. 1.56 - 2.82 
mm . Size of recent ee. uniform, but in subfossil samples ee. of exceptional size are fre-
quent. 
The species is that most commonly represented in subfossil samples. 
Shape of e. obovoid or oval, plump (Figs. 44-48). Ventral area in siele view most 
typically slightly S-shaped (gently concave below and convex above, Figs. 45 a, 4;) or 
convex. Sieles convex, usually with distinct depression in centre, partition wall marked 
with furrow. Near base of e. 0-4 lateral wart.s (Fig. 45). Dorsal edges of sides sometimes 
have crispate margin (Fig. 44: 13), cf. P. praelongt,s. Lid usually reaching top of e., but 
not base of ventrally placed beak (Fig. 45 a). Interval between apex of Iid and base of 
beak varies from small to pronounced. Beak rarely centrally placed, with Iid reaching 
its base (Fig. 4 7). Lid broad in proportion to sides, roof-shaped or keeled, often with crest, 
broader in upper part. Apex of Iid \'-shaped, often with t ongue-like projection (Fig. 
44: 14); base of lid broadly U-shaped, usually protruding below sides (Figs. 45 a, b, 46, 48). 
Beak not decurrent, erect, either long with recurved top (Fig. 44) or shorter and straight, 
clavate (Fig. 155). Stalk conical, rather long. The preservahility of the stalk and stylar 
beak varies in subfossil samples. 
Surface of subfossil ee. may be: 1. weil preserved with glossy spots, oriented parallel 
to curve of embryo, and forming reticulate pattern (Fig. 155), or 2. eroded, mat and 
spongy with distinct roundish cells (Fig. 156). The surface of P. perfoliatus ee. may be 
similar but the cells are more irregular or somewhat elongated, the spot.s not similarly 
oriented. Eroded ee. also have rougher surfaces than in P. natans, F ig. 1 58. 
Anatomy. Cells of e. the most typical representath·es of type l. (Figs. 23, 14 1): an-
gular, almost isodiametric (Fig. 1), secondary cell walls strongly thickened, with con-
centric lamellation, Iumen indistinct, slit-like (Figs. 141- 142) . ~lost of the secondary 
cell wall may have dissolved in subfossil ee. (Fig. 139). Cells in centre of sides ar-
rangecl in curvecl rows ancl !arger tban along dorsal margin, wbere tissue is more com-
pact (Fig. 139). Cell size and fom1 tbe same in surface (Fig. 23b) as in deeper (Fig. 23a) 
layers. Exceptionally, in one e., band of long, type 2. cells was observed bordering the 
dorsal margin of the sides. Recent ee. were Yery hard and fragile, difficult to section . 
Better sections were obtained from subfossil ee. (Fig. 139) . 











l'lcs. 45 -48 . - P. na/ans: 45 recent e . , a side, b dorsal, c ventral, d t op, e basal views. 
46-48 subfossil ee., 48 a s ide, b t op views. 
Some difficulties may be encountered when identifying subfossil ee. of 
P. natans. Recent material, however, proved to be quite uniform in appear-
ance, morphological variability being small, compared, for example, with that 
of P. perfoliatus. Owing to the great number of subfossil ee. of P. natans, all 
deformed (Fig. 46) and eroded forms could be recognized as such . The ap-
pearance of the surface is a good indicator in these cases. 
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Subsectio Perfoliati (Graebn.) Hagstr. 
2. Potamogeton p erfoliatus L. 
Size medium or !a rge, 111.1. 2.5 1 (1. 8-3. 1). s.d. 1. 64-3.38 mm, m.b. 1. 96 ( t.• - 2. ; ) 
s.d. 1 . 28-2. 6<1 mm. Ee. usua lly ra ther thin. 
Shape shows great varia tion (Figs. t, 9-53, 15/ - 158). \ 'entra l area in side ,·iew 
S-~haped (Fig. 49), or con vex (Fig. 52) to almost straight (Fig. 53) , or irregular. Sides 
most commonly flat and even, sometimes conca\·e in centre (Fig. 49 b), t apering more 
grad ually t o broad-based beak than those of P . na/ans, also t apering gradually toward 
base and each termina ting in small, but charac t eristic , wart (Figs. 15 7- 158) . Lid reach ing 
centrally (Figs. 49-50) or dorsally (Fig . 52) placed beak, ± keeled, sometimes with 
crest (Fig. 50) . Beak short , dorsally tilted or erect, its base relatively broad, decurrent; 
usually well-preserved in subfossil samples. S tal.k ± conical , of normal size. 
Surface of weil preserved subfossils with irregular, glossy spots. Radially stria ted 
pa ttern composed of elongated cells rnore or less distinct (cf. P. jiliformis and P. vaginalus). 
S urface of eroded ee. (Fig. 158) rough and porous, cells lwhen dist inguishable) irregular, 
o ften elongated. 
Anatomy. No section obtained reyeal ing surface structure of well-preser Yed e . Deeper 
layers of tissue composed of cells of t ype 3. (Figs. 14, 24 a, bJ with irregular shape: in 
some ee. elongated and branched (Fig . 24 b) , in others shorter and rounded (Fig. 24 a). 
The cell size varied with the e. In some ee. a well-defined band of long, n arrow t ype 2. 
cells was found to border dorsalmargin of sides (Fig. 24 b). in others this band was poorly 
developed being limited t o the deep er layers at t he base. In some ee. !arge intercellular 
ca\'ities h ave developed in the deeper layers of t he tissue, in the sides, or in e. loop . 
The recent and subfossil material revealed considerable morphological 
variability. Characteristically, the recent material did not contain any t wo 
specimens with identical ee., although ee. of the same specimen were identical. 
Still further fruit forms were found in the subfossil samples. The morpho-
logical differences comprise variations in the position and tilting of the beak, 
the thickness of the ee., the shape of the nntral area, the profile of the lid. 
F ruit form 1. (P. natans-like). Figs. 50, 158, (cf. XIKITIX, 195/, species 1\o 43). 
These ee. m ay be coniused with P. na/ans ee. Common features: s irnilar size and 
thic.kness of e., distinct central depression or cavity in sides, S-shaped profile of ventral 
area, crest of Iid . Diverging featmes: gradual tapering of s ides toward the broad-based 
and more central beak of P. perjoliatus, and decmrence of beak into vent ral area; d if-
ferences in tissue s tructure; frequent occurrence of air spaces in s ides or endocarp loop 
in P. perjoliatus. 
Fruit form 2. Figs. 49, 157 (cf. ] ESSEX, 1955:2 Fig. 30) . E. comparati\·ely thin, fl a t , 
s ides slightly concave in centre. Profile of yentral area faintly -shaped or s traigh t . Beak 
central, mostly stra ight, sides t apering gradually toward it . Ape_" of Iid sometimes 
ext ending along beak. Surface pattern may be difficult t o observe because of small size 





















F rcs . 49-53. - P. peYfoliatus: 49-52 recent ee., 49 a s ide, b ventral views, 52 a side, 
b dorsal views. 53 subfossi l e., a side, b dorsal, c basal, d t op v iews. 
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Fruit form 3. Fig. 52 (cf. ] ESSE:>, 1955:2 Fig. 3 1). Beak dorsal , strongly tilted dorsally. 
Profile of ventral area convex, sides convex. Lid short, keeled, oft en with strong crest. 
Air spaces sometimes occur in sides or endocarp loop . 
Intermediate stages between these forms are also found, and still more 
fruit forms could have been separated on the basis of recent material from 
Finland. However, the three forms described above were also found in sub-
fossil samples. NrKJTIN ( 1957) also noticed the polymorphism of the fruits 
of the species. He describes two fruit forms on the basis of fossil Russian 
endocarps: one (No 43) corresponds to my No 1. (the natans form); judging 
from his illustrations, the other (No 44) is not quite identical with any of my 
forms , but corresponds best to No 3. 
ÜGDEN (1943) reports that the American species P. perjoliatus and 
P. richardsonii can be distinguished from each other in most cases by a cavity 
in the endocarp loop of P. richardsonii, that of P. perfoliatus being solid. How-
ever, in the herbarium material in H about 50 % of the Finnish fruiting 
specimens of P. perjoliatus have a cavity in the endocarp loop or in the sides, 
which is distinct in 25 % of them, and less distinct but still discernible in the 
remaining 25 %· 
Subsectio Praelongi Hagstr. 
3. Potamogeton praelongus Wulf. 
Massive, largest of the sp ecies dealtwiih here. 1\I.l. 3.66 (3.o-4.5), s.d. 2.61-4.72 mm, 
m .b. 2 .4 5 (2.o-3. 1). s.d. 1.7 6-3. 15 =· 
Sluipe usu ally obovoid or crescentic, rather long and narrow (Fig. 54). A shorter, 
broad fruit form occurs m ore seldom (Figs. 56-5/). Ventral area in side v iew slightly 
S-sh aped (Fig. 55) or almost stra ight (Figs. 54, 159), sometimes con ve."\:. Sides slightly 
con vex or rather flat. Partition wall of locule often marked with faint furrow. \Vinged 
margins alon g dorsal edges of sides t ypical (Figs. 54, 159). Lid keeled usually with broad 
and acute crest, apex of Iid reaching beak, or almost so, (cf. 1\L-\D.-\LSKI, 1949: 6, 7). apex 
usually with t ongue-like projection . Beak ventral , not decurrent, comparatively short 
and staut, stigma recurved . Preservability of beak variable. Stalk conical, size proportional 
t o tha t of e. 
Surface of subfossils smooth , lustrous. Indh-idual cells (when recognizable) small, 
rounded; often elongated along p artition wall (Fig. ·!59). 
Anatomy. The indistinctness of the tissue structure is due to some layers of sm all, 
flat cells at tbe e. surface (Fig. 25 b). C'ell size increases in deeper layers (Figs. 25a, 143); 
l- 3 intercellular spaces occur on each side of tbe partition wall (cf. FIEBER 1838 pl. 
I Fig. 3 i, MADALSKI 194 9: 6, 13 Fig. 23). Tissue composed of ~bort reetangular cells of 
t ype 1 (Fig. 4); along tbe partition wall, however, elongated, angular and !arger cells 














Frcs. 54-57. - P. praelongus: 54 recent e., a side, b dorsal, c ventral, d top views. 
55-57 subfossil ee. 
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can be seen . Tissue araund Iid rnore compact, with smaller cells (Fig. 143). Secondary 
thickening of cell walls of medium grade , in recent ee . cell walls deforrned and compressed . 
Ko such deformation was noticed in subfossil ee., e\·idently owing to the decomposition 
of the secondary cell walls. P. praelongus ee. are so characteristic, e\·en when small (Fig. 
57), that confusion with other species is not likely. 
Subsectio Lucentes Graebn. 
Li. Potamogeton lucens L. 
Size !a rge , m .l. 2 . 90 (2.3-3.5). s.d. 2.24-3.56 mm , m.b. 2.28 ( l .s-3 . o). s.d. 1. <7-
3. t om m . 
Shape may vary, even within the same specimen (Figs. 60-62). from narrow, obovoid 
t o broad, almost round. Ventral area slightly S-shaped or con\·ex in siele d e\v, broad 
and round in ventral view (Fig. 58 c). Sieles flat, often with faint central depression, or 
cavity (Fig. 162). Ridge-like elevations usual along dorsal margins of sides (Figs. 61, 162). 
Lid n arrow compared with breadth of sides. Apex reaching base of beak. Lid roof-shaped 
with low, n arrow, well-defined ridge (cf. ] ESSE:\' 1955: 5) . Beak central (centro-ventral), 
weak, short and gelatinous in recent ee., (Figs. 58-59), broken in subfossils (Figs. 
60-62, 160- 162) . Beak decurrent into nntral area, often dorsally tilted. Stalk u~ually 
broad, fl a t , situated high in ventral area (Figs. 58, 160-162, cf. KATZ et al. 1965) . 
Surface p attern covering whole of siele and composed of long, narrow cells, elongatec.l 
p arallel to curve of embryo (Fig. '160). Length of cells may vary with e., but is usually 
m an y times as great as breadth. Sometitnes the pattern cannot be discerned, evidently 
owing t o the somewhat ind ist inct boundary between the endocarp and mesocarp with 
special transitional tissue (cf. p . 11 ). Tran~itional sclereids may be preserved in subfos~tl 
ee., making the surface pattern d im and indistinct (Fig. 161). 
Anatomy: Cells of e. tissue the most characteristic representath·es of type 2. (F ig. 2~). 
long, fibre-like and !arge (Fig. 'i), elongated parallel to cune of embryo (Fig. 144). The 
e. wallra ther thin , consisting in places of 4-5 cell layers . The cells of the surface region 
may be shorter with blunt en ds (Fig. 7 d). Though of the same size, the e. is easily distin-
guished from those of P . na/ans and P. perfoliatus, e.g. by tissue structure. 
5. Potamogeton zizii Koch ex Roth 
Sizemedium, m.l. 2. 4o(2.t-2 . 9),s.d.l.s4- l. 97mm,m.b.l.ss(l.s-2.3),s.d. 1. 34-
2.3 s rnn1. 
E. D-shaped, broad (Fig. 63). Ventral area in siele view alrnost stra ight, or only slightly 
convex, or S-shaped. Sieles fl a t (Fig. 63 b) . Beak ,-entral, erect (Fig. 163 shows a •false 
beab) . Beak decurrent into ventral area . Lid roof-shaped with low distinct ridge. Apex 
of Iid r eaches base of beak, or almost so. Lid na rrow, compared with breadth of sides. 
S t a lk conical , rather long (Fig. 163) . 
Anatomy: Cells of e. tissue representing type 2. (Fig. 30); long, narrow, e longated 
parallel to curve of embryo (Fig . I 0). Size of cells variable but usually less than in P. 
gramineus, cells being sl ightly undulate (Fig. 30, cf. P. polygrmifolius and P. coloratus). 
Surface of e . may be covered with transitional sclereids. 













Frcs. 58-62 . - P. lucen s : 58 -59 recent ee., 58 a side , b dorsal, c ventra l , d top, e basal 
Yiews. 60-62 subfossil ee. 
Ee. of P. zizii were not observed in the available subfossil material. P. zizii 
has been regarded as a hybrid of P . gramineus X P. lucens by some authors , 
and as a valid species by others (cf. e.g. Cu.sox 1964:58). However this may 
be, the plant fruits abundantly and may occur outside the range of one or 
both of the assumed parents, as eYidenced by the recent material from Alan-
dia examined in this study (no recent occurrences of P. lucens recorded from 
these islands). Abrief description of the e. of P. zizii is included here because 
of its similarities to those of P . lucens and P. gramineus. The description of 





J:'!cs. 63-69. - 63 P. zizii recent e., a side, b dorsal, c t op \iews. - P. grami·neus: 64-66 
recent ee., 65 a side, b dorsal, c ventral, d top views. 66 a side, b dorsal, c ventral views. 
67-69 subfossil ee., 68 a side, b dorsal, c ventral views. 
the e. of P. gramineus also applies to that of P. zizii, except that P. zizii has 
a !arger e. without a distinct central depression, and usually with a more 
Yentral beak. The material of P . zizii examined here agrees \vith the figure 
of 1viADALSKI (1949:11, Fig. 11) but differs from, for example, that of ]ES-
SE::-.r (1955:2, Fig. 36), where the beak is almost central. The profile of the 
whole fruit in the illustration of CLAsox (1964:43, Fig. g) also resembles the 
specimens from Alandia. 
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6. Potamogeton gramineus L. 
Size small , m .l. 1. 97 ( 1. 5-2. 3), s.d. 1. 2<- 2. 69 mm. m.b. 1. 5 t ( l.t - l. s), s.d . l.o 9-
·1.9 5 mm. 
R ounded or D-sh aped , compara tin ly b road (Figs. 64-69) . Two fruit forms occur 
in m y m at eria l: ventra l a rea in siele view, form 1. S-sh apcd or convex; form 2. (less usua l) 
almost s tra ight . Side of fruit , form 1. cun·ed with distinct central depression (Figs. 65, 
16to); form 2. fl a t with only sliglt tl y concave centra l a rea (Figs. 64, 66) . Dorsal view angul ar 
(Figs. 65 b, 66 b). Charact eristi c ridge-like eievatians a long dorsal m argin of sides (Figs . 
65 a , 68 a) . Lid a lmost reaching top of e . and base of beak, but apex descending slightly 
between sides (Figs. 65 b , 66 b) . Lid roof-shaped (sometimes rounded) with n arrow, low, 
distinct ridge. Beak central or centro-ventra l, erect a t least a t base , decurrent i.nto 
ventra l area, r a ther strong, presen ·ability good. Stalk broad and fl at , situa ted r ather 
high in nntra l area (Figs. 65 c , 66 c) . 
Surface pattern formed by lang, n arro" · cells, elongat ed pa rallel t o curve of embryo 
(Fig. 161o). The structure is sometimes d ifficult t o d iscern without sectioning , because 
of transition al sclereids (Fig . 8 f - h) a t surface of e . and ra ther sm all size of cells . 
Ana tomy : Tissue composed of cells of t ype 2, la ng and na rrow (Fig. 8), elongat ed 
parallel t o curve of embryo (Fig . 28). Secondary t h ickening of cell wa lls strong or medium. 
Tissue t ype uniform from surface of e. t o inner epiderm . 'Vall of e. fa irly thin. Surface 
cells t end t o be shorter, angular , ends of sclereids blunt (Fig . 8 e) . 
K ATZ et al. (1065) n.port that the morpholcgical variabi!ity of the fruit 
is comparatiYely wide, but only the two above-mentioned fruit forms were 
found in the recent a nd subfossil material of this study. Form 2. greatly re-
sembles that of P. zizii (cf. Figs. 63 and E:4). 
Subsectio Colorati (Graebn. ) Hagstr. 
7. Potamogeton polygonifolius Pourr. 
Sizesmall , m.l. I. 63 (1. 3- 2. o), s.d. 1. 2o - 2. 17 mm , m .b. 1. 28 ( t. o- 1. 6) s.d. 0. 90- 1. 67 mm . 
Shape round , a ltnost globul ar (Figs. iO- i 1). E . ra ther thick. Ventra l area in siele view 
con vex or slightly S-shaped, not acute in ventral view (Fig . /0 a- b) . Sides fla t o r slightly 
convex with !arge , rou.ndish centra t cavity, which is original feature and not d ue t o 
erosion. Dorsal margins of sides with thickened ele\·ations (Fig . /0 A) . Lid short not 
quite reaching t op of e., or base of beak , because apex of Iid descends between sides 
(Fig . /0 c, d) . Lid roof-sltaped with narrow, low, d istinct ridge (Fig . iO c-e) . Base of 
Iid usua lly pro truding beyond sides (Fig. i 1) . Beak centra l, dorsally tilted, short, decurrent 
into ventra l area, stigm a a lmost sessile. S t alk inconspicuous, tiny . 
Surface with pattem formed b y lang, n a rrow cells, elongated p a ra llel t o curve of 
embryo. P attern not always very distinct , because of well-developed transitional sclereids 
a t e . surface, which gi\·e spongy, m a t appearance (Fig. 16 i ) . 
Anat omy: Cells of e . tissue represent t ype 2, (Figs. 3 1, 1 45) lang , n arrow, r a ther small 
and undula te (Figs. 6, 145) . Exceptiona lly, rou.nd ish cells occur in sides round dorsal 
edge of central cavity (Fig. 31). 
3 
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FIGS. 70-78. - P. polygonifolius : 70-7'1 recent ee., /0 a-e different Yiews of e. J2 sub-
fossile . - P . coloraltts: 73-74. recent ee., 74 a-e different views of e. - P. alpinus: 75 
recent e. , a-e different views of e. 76-78 subfossil ee., 77 a s ide, b top views. 
E. of P. polygonijolius may resemble small ee. of P . natans, but 1s 
distinguished from these by such features as the dorsally tilted beak and 
different tissue structure. Greater difficulties may be encountered in separa-
ting it from the e. of P. coloratus (see description of this species). 
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8. Potamogeton coloratus Hornem. 
Size smallest of species dealt with here. ~I.!. I. 28 ( !.t - I . • ), s.d. 0. 80- I. ;; 1 mm, 
m.b. 0.9 -t (0.7- l. t), s.d . 0.67-1.22 =· 
Shap e oval, narrow, e. rather thick (I'igs. ?3-74). Yentral area ahnost straight in 
side v iew, rather acute in ventral and top views (Figs. 74 b, e). Sides flat, with !arge 
drop-shaped cavity, which may completely penetrate e . (Figs. 73, 74 a). Knot-like eleva-
tion at place of partition wall m ore distinct (Figs. 74 a, b, ·J68) than in P. polygonifolius 
(Fig. I 67) and elevations of dorsal margins of sides also more marked. Lid usually reaching 
beak, rounded or roof-shaped (I'ig. 74 e, d) with distinct, low, narrow ridge. Beak short, 
central, usually stronger and more erect than in P . polygonifolius. Stalk tiny, ventral, 
inconspicuous. 
Anat omy. Cells of e. represent type 2. (Fig. 29). very small, long and narrO\v, tmdulate 
(Figs. 5, 29). Thickening of secondary cell walls strong. Structure of e. tissue tmiform 
from surface to inner epiderm. Transitional sclereids occur at surface (Fig. 149). 
P. coloratus ee. were not identified in the subfossil material, and the species 
has not occurred in recent times in Finland. The inclusion of this brief de-
scription is due to the resemblance of its ee. to those of P. polygonifolius, and 
the possibility that the two species may be confused. 
Subsectio Alpi-r.i (Graebn.) Hagstr. 
9. Potamogeton alpinus Balb. 
Sizemedium,m.l. 2.o2 ( 1. s- 2.4).s.d. l. 5t-2.sJ mm,m.b. l. o(1.2 - l. r.) ,s.d.1.t ;;-
1.t7mm. 
Shape of e. rotmdish o r oval (Figs. /5-78). sides convex sometintes with small, rotmd, 
central depression (Fig. 78). Yentral area convex in side view, acute in ventral view 
(Fig. 75 e). Lid usually reaching top of e. though not base of beak; rotmded, sometirnes 
with narrow crest, broader in the upper part (Fig. 75 a) . Beak ventral, long, erect or 
slightly recurved (Fig:;. 75, 78), often broken in subfossils. Distance between apex of 
Iid and base of beak remarkably great (Figs. 75 -78). Apex of Iid characteristically recurved 
like t op of sides, area between Iid and beak usually straight (Figs. 75 a, b, 76) but some-
times curved in side view, acute in top view (Fig. 75 b). Stalk long, spine-like, placed 
ahnost directly opposite to beak. 
Surface of well-preserved subfossil ee. smooth, semiglossy (Fig. 1 66), of croded ee. 
spougy with shallow pores (Fig. 165). 
Anatomy: Cells of e. tissue represent type 1. (Fig. 26), regular, short, ± isodiametric 
(Fig. 2). !arger in centres of sides (Fig. 26). Long, narrow cells of type 2. occur irregularly 
in deeper layers of tissue. Owing to the strong thickening of the secondary cell walls and 
small size of the cells, the ee. were hard t o section. 
The e. of the species is easy to recognize (cf. however, a type of P.friesii) , 
and can still be identified when all the projecting parts are eroded, and the 
lid ab ent (Figs. 77, 78). 
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Sectio Batrachoseris Irmisch 
The fruits of P. crisp~ts, the only representatiYe of the section, d.iffer so 
remarkably from the fruits of other species of the genus that the division of 
GRAEBNER (1907 :40) has been maintained in this paper. Characteristic are 
the long, thick beak, large depressions in the sides, and the short, strongly 
keeled and toothed lid. While Potamogeton fruits are generally attached to 
a narrow stalk, the fruits of P. crispus are fixed to each other at the base, 
so that even when subfossil they may occur in tetrads (cf. H.\GSTRÖ)I, 1916:58, 
Fig. 21). In single ee. the base is broad and enn. 
The tissue and cell structure is also diagnostic of the section. 
10. Potamogeton cnspus L. 
S ize !arge, m .l. 2.84 (2.2-3.6). s.d. 1.88- 3.78 mm, measurements of lengtl1 given 
to top of sides, m.b. 1. 93 (1.5-2.6), s.d. 1.27-2. 60 mm. Beak and top of sides may be 
broken in subfossil ee., tlms measurements of ]ESSE:> (I 955) gi\"en to apex of Iid (2. o-
2. 1). These values are doubled if the top of the side~ and the long beak are included. 
S hape ovoid, e. gradually tapering toward beak, base broad (Fig. /9 a). Tops of 
sides lon g, hollow (Fig. 79 b, c) . \ "entral area in side \"iew convex, sometimes stra ight; 
narrow but not acute (Fig. 79 d ) . Sides compressed, broadly concave in central area. 
Lid reaching half-way up e., apex hidden between hollow tops of sides (Fig~. /9-83) . 
Lid roughly keeled , with broad, warted crest; base of lid (Fig. 8 1) may ha\·e tooth-like 
downward projection (P. crispus var. macrorrhynchos (Gandog.), in GRAF.BXER, 1908, 
c.f. FRYER et al. I 9 I 5). Beak long, stout, stigma !arge, oblique. Decurrence of beak into 
ventral area long. Preservability of beak poor. Stalk (remains of \"ascular bundle) tiny, 
knob-like (e.g. Figs. 79-80). Wide flat basal area a round stalk. 
Surface spongy, porous, mat. Cells !arge, rounded or irregular (Fig. I I 1). 
Anatomy. Size of surface cells about twice that of other species (Fig. 36), 0. 2-0.3 rum. 
Shape of cells irregular, often ramified, secondary thickening of cell "~"<"alls comparati\·ely 
weak (Fig. 1 1) . Cells of deeper tissue smaller, long, narrow, elongated parallel to inner 
epiderm. Thus two different portians can be distinguished, the outer being spongy tissue 
composed of type 3. cells, the inner with specially oriented cells of type 2. Boundary 
between them not sharp. 
Varying degrees of erosion were found in subfossil ee. (Figs. 80-87, note 
the different scale) . Subfossil ee. may be eroded so completely that only the 
inner epiderm is left (Figs. 76, 78). Such ee. may resemble the Groenlandia 
densa e. (Fig. 138), which has long, narrow cells elongated parallel to the curve 
of the embryo. In P . crispus, however, the e. ahYays has a considerable inter-
val between the apex of the lid and the base of the beak, whereas in G. densa 



























Frcs. ?9 - 8/ . - P. crispus : /9 recent e. , a side, b t op , c dorsal, d yentra l views. 80-87 
subfossil ee., diffe rent stages of eros ion . 
Sectio Graminifolii Fries 
On the basis of the morphology of the e. it is possible to diYide the Fenno-
scandian species of the section into two groups: Group 1: P. compressu.s, 
P. acutijoliu.s, P . trichoides and P. obtusijoliu.s. Group 2: P. berchtoldii, P. pa-
normitanus, P. friesii and P. rutilu.s. 
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The ee. of the first group are characterized by !arge or medium size, con-
spicuous warts and bosses (on ventral area, on lid, or araund stalk or base) . 
The crest of the lid is often very crispate or warted. It is sometimes difficult 
to distinguish between ee. of P. compressus and P. acutifolius. 
The ee. of the second group are characterized by small size, convex sides 
and the usual lack of conspicuous bosses and warts. Sometimes it is not pos-
sible to distinguish accurately between ee. of P. berchtoldii and P. panormi-
tanus. The shape of the P. rutilus e. is very variable. The e. of P. obtusifolius 
has an intermediate position between the two groups, resembling those of 
both P. compressus and P. berchtoldii. 
Subsectio Compressi (Fries) Hagstr. 
11. Potamogeton compressus L. P . zosterifolius Schumach. 
Size !arge, m.l. 2.96 (2.·1-3.4), s.d. 2.08-3.84 mm, m.b. 2. 34 (2.t-2.8), s .d. 1. 86-
2.83 mm. 
E. usually distinctly Ionger than broad. Ventral area in side view almost straight or 
convex (cf. ] ESSEN 1955:2, Fig. 27). Ventral area may have boss proionging partition 
wall (Figs. 88, 91) or depression at place of partition wall (Fig. 89), or these may be Jack-
ing (cf. e .g. ]ESSEN' 1955:2, Fig. 27, ~L-\DALSKI 1949:11, Fig. 15). Sides usually flat, 
slightly con cave (Figs. 88, 89) but sometimes eyen convex (Fig. 91), tapering gradually 
toward stalk (Figs. 88-93). Lid reaching base of beak, or coming very close (Figs. 9 1 c, 
92 b). Lid roof-shaped with narrow, crispate crest (Figs. 88, 89) or rounded with scat-
t ered warts, usually covering 1 / 3 of middle area of Iid (cf. ]ESSEX, 1955, and Fig. 91). 
Beak ahnost central, often recurved, comparatively short and staut. Stalk conical, sides 
usually t apering gradually to stalk . 
Surface of subfossil e. smooth without conspicuous pattem (Fig. 169) but sometimes 
with faint radial striation (cf. P. perfoliatus). 
Anatomy: Tissue a combination of cells of types 1. and 2. (Pigs. 32, I 53) : I. Central 
part of sides composed of !arge, :::!::: isodiametric angular or roundish cells (type 1.); dor-
sally to these a stripe of smaller, somewhat elongated cells (type I , Fig. 19b,c) arranged 
in regular rows. 2. Along dorsal margin of sides, round Iid opening, cells lang and narrow 
(type 2, Fig. 19a); this cell type composing 1/4 of area of sides at most. Secondary thick-
ening of cell walls usually weak in both recent (Fig. 153) and subfossil ee., but showing 
variation. Gelatinous secondary cell wa!ls a prominent feature of recent ee. (Fig. 153, 
cf. P. obtusifolius). Secretions of calcium salt common and conspicuous in cells (Fig. 153). 
On the difficulties sometimes encountered in separating thi species from 
P. acutifolius, see also p. 66. 
12. Potamogeton acutifolius Link 
Size !arge, m.l. 2.63 (2.1 - 3. 2), s.d. 1. 90-3.36 mm, m .b. 2.23 ( 1. 8- 2.6), s.d. 1. 57-
2. 9 mm. Size very variable. 
Breadth of e. great in proportion to length . Shape crescentic or rounded, e. rather 
thick IFigs. 96 - 99). Ventral area in side ,;ew straight or conyex with acute, spine-like 
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I":: es. 88 - 93. - P. compressus: 88 - 91 recent ee., 88 a side, b dorsal views. 89 a side, 
b dorsal v iews . 9 1 a side, b dorsal , c t op v iews. 92-93 subfossil ee. 92 a side, b top views. 
boss (prolongation of partition wall of locule) placed at varying beigbt (Figs. 96-99). 
Sides fla t, sligbtly concave, terminating in prominent wart a t base. L id reacbing beak, 
or coming very close; rounded and covered witb scattered warts, sometimes arranged in 
three rows (cf. ] ESSE:>, 1955). Beak ventral or centro-ventral , usually long and curved, 
erect at base at least . Stalk conical , usually not decurrent. 
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Surface of subfossil e. r ather smooth, without distinct pattern (Fig. I iO). 
Anatomy: Tissue difficult to section owing to strong thickening of secondary cell 
walls . Tissue combination of cells of t ypes 1. and 2. lcf. P. compressus) F ig. 33: I. Large, 
angular cells in centre of sides (type I ), dorsally to these a stripe of thick-walled, small-
er, somewhat elongat ed cells (type I} arranged in regular rows. 2. Along dorsal margin 
of sides a band of lan g, na rrow, thick-walled very compact cells (type 2), composing at 
most ·l l 4 of area of sides. Larger , irregular cells were obsen-ed in some ee. between the 
cells of types 1 and 2 (Fig. 18). Thickening of secondary cell walls strong with concentric 
lamellat ions (cf . P. natansl. 
On the comparison of the species P. acutifolitts and P. compressus, see also 
p. 66. 
Subsectio .1\Ionogyni H agstr. 
13. Potamogeton trichoides Cham. & Schld. 
Size medium or sm all, m .l. 2.12 ( !. s-2 . 5), s .d. 1.4 -2.85 mm , m.b. 1. 66 ( 1. 5- 1.9) , 
s.d. I . 19-2. 1 4 mm. Same exception ally !arge specimens were found. 
Shape roundish or oval, e . rather thick (Fig. 95 a-e). Yentral area in side ,·iew al-
m ost s tra ight, or slightly convex or angular (»step-like», Fig. 94) with acute boss, usually 
proionging upper p art of partition wall. Sides flat, slightly concan, terminating near 
base in strongly diverging tuberdes (Figs. 94-95). Scattered wartsoften occurring along 
dorsal margins of sides (Fig. 95 c). Lid reaching base of beak or coming very close; rounded 
with scattered warts, low in specimen illustrated (Fig. 95 c-e) . Beak central, short and 
usually erect (Figs. 94, 95, '1 72). S t alk not decurrent, rather small. 
Surface smooth, without special markings (Fig. 1 12). 
Anatomy. E. tissue mainly composed of cells of type 3 (Figs. 21, 34). though some 
reminiscent of t ype 1: ceUs irregular , rather short, some rounded, cell walls undulate, 
secondary cell wall thickening rather strong (Fig. 21 1. Cells small, the whole tissue com-
pact, pit can als very n arrow, winding. 
The description and measurements of the e. of this species a re based on 
scant material (Appendices 1, 3) . Though no recent or subfossil occurrences have 
been reported from Finland, the species is included here because it shows some 
resemblance to the two preceding species. It is worth mentioning that in each 
spike usually only a few pistils develop into ripe fruits (cf. SAUVAGEAU, 1894, 
GRAEBNER, 1908). 
Some forms have been separated (e.g. by GRAEB:-..cR,1907, HAGSTRÖM, 
1916) on the basis of the warts of the lid and the tubercles which sometimes 
also develop on the upper parts of the sides (P. tuberculatus FIEBER, 1838: 
Fig. 23, REICHENBACH, 1845). 
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J. forma condylocarpus Tausch. = P. tuberculatus Ten. & Guss. \Varts arranged trans-
versally on Iid. More usuaJ form. 
2. forma liocarpus Asch. & Graebn . 
\ Varts poorly developed or absen t . :\Iore unusual form. 
The e. of the latter form is illustrated here (Figs. 94-95) . 
F1cs. 94-99 . - P. trichoides: 94-95 recent ee., 95 a-e different views of e. - P. aculi-
/olius: 96, 98-99 recent ee. , 96 a siele, b dorsal Yiews. 99 a s iele, b dorsal views. 97 sub-
fossile ., a side, b dorsal v iews. 
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HAGSTRÖM (1916) holds that the Yarying ability of the specres to form 
tuberdes has no systematic importance. The great variability in the size of 
the fruits is also notable. I have seen specimens from :\Iorocco (H , No 2985) , 
which were ca. 3 mm long, and this intraspecific variation in size is greater 
(~ 1 mm) than is usual in the species dealt with here. GLGCK also (1936:61) 
describes the fruits as >>relativ gross>>, 3 X 2 mm; the usual measurements re-
ported in floras are about 2 mm. NrKITI::-< (1957) describes five different fruit 
forms from fossil Russian material, which differ mainly in size and the develop-
ment of the tubercles. 
Subsectio Pusilli (Graebn.) Hagstr. 
14. Potamogeton obtusifolius Mert. & Koch 
Size medium, m.l. 2. 36 (2. o- 2. s), s.d. '1. ; G- 2. 9 6 mm, m.b. 1.1 s ( l. 3-2 . 2), s .d. I. 12 -
2. 4 4 mm. Size variation significant. 
Shape oval (Figs. 106-109), regular. Ventral area in side view almost straight, or 
convex in a characteristic manner. Sides slightly convex (sometimes flat), terminating 
in acute basal warts (Fig. 106 aJ. Lid rounded with narrow, crispate crest. Apex of Iid 
round, faintly dorsally curved (Fig. 1 09). Crispate margin round apex typical. Beak 
usually central, erect, decurrent into ventral area . Style slender, often winding (Figs. 
106, 109); stigma broad and papillous, often preserved (Figs. 108, '109). Stalk rather lang, 
conical, often preserved (Figs. '107- 108). Araund the stalk usually an undulating ridge 
(cf. ]ESSEN, 1955) or row of scattered warts (e.g. in Fig. ·106) . However, the ridge may 
sometimes be lacking (Fig. 108). 
Surface rough with alternating glossy and mat spots. Centrat areas of sides often with 
low, arched eievatians (Figs. 173, '174). 
Anatomy. Most of tissue composed of cells of type 1 (Fig. 2'J), though cells not t yp i-
cally isodiametric but slightly elongated (Fig. 35). Cells arranged in regular, curved rows 
in centre of sides (Fig. 150 - ·151). Long or irregular cells (types 2 or 3) may occur along 
dorsal margin of sides. In general, the secondary cell walls are poorly developed and have 
a conspicuously gelatinous appearance (Figs. 150, !52). Secretions of calcium salt were 
frequently found in the cells of both recent (Figs. !50, 152) and subfossil (Fig. 151:a) ee. 
A microcarp form of the species has been described (HAGSTRÖM, 1916, 
HYLANDER, 1953), the fruits of which are reported to resemble closely those 
of P. berchtoldii. 
15. Potamogeton berchtoldii Fieb. 
syn. P. pusillus1 L. sensu auct. scand., non sensu Dandy & Taylor. 
1 The name P. pusillus is discarded here because its use in Scandinavia (cf. e.g. Hv-
LANDER, 1953) differs from that in west Europe (DA.J.'.'DY & TAYLOR, 1938), where it refers 
to a completely different species. The name P. berchtoldii Fieb. is used according to west 
European practice (cf. H ULTEN, '196 7, CusoN, 1964: 70, 14). 
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Size small, m .l. 1 . 61 ( 1. 2-2.2), s .d. J.2o-2.24 mm, 111.b. 1.20 (O .s - 1. 6) , s .d. 0.75-
1.66 mm. 
Shape ovoid owing to broad base of fruit (cf. P. panormitanus) and long, tapering 
tops of sides, characteristic of this fruit form (Figs. 100-105). Broadest point of e. at 
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FlGS. 100- ·109. - P. berchtoldii: 100-102 recent ee., 100 a-e different views of e. 103-
105 subfossil ee., [103 side and dorsal views. - P. obtusijolit~s : 106, 109 recent ee., 
106 a-d different views of e., 109 a side, b top views. 107-108 subfossil ee. 
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100- 101, more gently than that of P . friesii), sometirnes angular. Apex of Iid r eaching 
beak, apex often ~tretchmg along beak (Fig. 100). Lid rounded or bluntly roof-shaped 
(Fig. 100 e-d), without crest, b ut sometimes indi~tinc tly crest ed or warted (Fig . 1 03; 
the presence contra absence of a crest is not enough t o d ist inguish the species frorn 
P . fri esii, cf. ]ESSEx, 1955:5). Base of Iid usu ally broad, often protruding below sides. 
Beak central , erect , seldom recurved (Fig. 10 1), decurrent into \"entral area, usually short, 
but fruits with long s ty le are found (cf. HAGSTRÖ~t 19 16: 124). Stigma broad and round 
(Figs. 100 , 10 2) . Stalk usually long, conical, often preserved. 
Surface rough and m at , cells rela ti\"ely !arge, roundish (Figs. I /5- 1 i6). 
An a t omy: Tissue composed of cells of type 1. (Fig. 39) : = isodiametr ic cells pre-
dominate (Fig. 3), mixed with somewhat elongat ed angular ce lls . Cells !arge (Fig. 39) 
compared with size of e. and cellci of other small ee. Secondary thickening of cell walls 
of ± m edium grade. 
16. Potamogeton panormitanus BiY. 
syn. P. pusillus1 L. sensu Dandy and Taylor, non sensu a uct. scand. 
Size small , m .l. "1. 54 ( !.2 - J. s), s.d . l. o9-2.oo mm, m .b. l. tt (0 .9-1.3), s.d. O.;s-
1. 4 s mm. Significant varia tion in length of e . (cf. Figs. 177- I 78). 
Shape of e. obovoid , e . t apering gradually t oward base, which is thus pointed (Figs . 
II 0- 11 2). Ventral area in side \"iew convex, cun·a ture of p rofile of Iid in side v iew \"aries 
significantly, according t o HAGSTRÖM ( 19 16: I 00, F ig . 38 d, e), the shape often approach-
ing tha t of P. berchtoldii fruits . Sides convex. Partition wall m ay be m arked witb furrow 
or there m ay be roundish depression in centre of sides. Apex of Iid not always reaching, 
base of beak or t ops of sides (cf . species of subgenus Coleogeton), d ist ance from these t o 
apex variable (Figs. 1 10- 1·12). Lid rounded, U-shaped (Fig. 11 0 d-e) . Beak centra l 
or ventral , tiny, dorsally tilted (Fig . 11 0) or erec t. The tiny, ind istinct stalk is often sit -
ua t ed opposite t o the beak on the medial line. 
Surface smooth, tissue structure often d iff icult to discern (Figs. 1 I 1- I I 8) . 
Anatomy: Cells of e. represent t ype 3 (Fig. 38 a,c), irregular, ~ ramified (Fig. 13a-c). 
Long, n arrow cells also occur, especially in deeper layers of e. (F igs. 38b, 13d). Cells very 
small (Fig. 38a), secondary thickening of cell walls strong; the whole tissue \"ery compact. 
A not able difference was observed between the tissues of the specimens of P . berchtoldii 
and P . panormitanus described here (cf . F igs . 38 and 39) . For a comparison of the two 
species, seealso HAGSTRÖ~.t's (1916: 101) d iscussion. 
17. Potamogeton friesii Rupr. 
Size small , m .l. 1.0 4 (1. 6-2.3), s.d . 1. 3 -2.40 mm, m .b. 1. 50 (1. 3-1. ), s.d. 1.11-
. 00 mm. Usually !a rger than in o ther three species of this group. Length more \"ariable 
than breadth. 
1 The n ame P. panonnilanus Biv., which clearly r efers t o this species only, has been 
maintained in this p aper according t o the ScandinaYian practice. It is p roposed tha t the 
n ame P . pusillus L. should be abandoned because of confusion arising in its use (see p. 4 2). 
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S!wpe \'ary ing from rounded to obo\·oid (Figs. 11 9-12 :!} . Broadest point of e. at 
middle or a bo\·e it . \'entral a rea in siele d ew col1\·ex, seldom S-shaped or almost straight. 
Sieles convex, t ermina ting in basal tuberdes or eleYations. 1- 2 characteristic furrows 
occurring on sides of endocarp (Figs. 11 9- 12 0, 122 , cf. P. f ili formis) . Lid keeled or roof-
shaped with ridge (F ig. I 19}. Apex of lid usually reaching base of beak, but n ot inYariably; 
distance from apex to beak yarying from small (F ig. 12 3} to considerable (Fig. 121 }. Thus 
tops of s idcs m ay be t apering or broad (cf. P. alpin us) . ß eak central or yentral, rather 
long, more or less dorsally tilted, often broken in subfossil ee . (Fig. 122}, but m ay also 
be preser ved (Fig. I n ) . Stalk rather long, conical, usually slightly \·entrally placcd, but 
somctimes in centre of base (Figs. 12<1, 122; cf. P. panormitanus) . 
Surface differs from tha t of P. berchloldi i being often smoother and glossier (Figs. 
179- 18 1). 
Anatomy. Cells rather small , of variable shape (Fig. 20): roundish, long, na rrow and 
undul a te , some irregul ar. Cells m ay tend t o be elongated parallel to cun·e of embryo 
(Fig. :l7). Secondary cell wall thickeni:lg weak or medium grade. Long, n arrow type 1 
cells preclomina te a long dorsal m argins of s ides ancl lid , but are mixed elsewhere with 
other cell types . Tissue thus no t typical of any of the three groups of species, cf. P. rutilus . 
The descriptions and fi gures of ] ESSEX (1940, 1955) and l\IADALSKI (1949) 
differ from the description gi,·en abO\·e, but the concept of KATZ et al. (1965) 
agrees fairly weil ''"ith mine. 
18 . Pota.mogeton rutilus Wolfg. 
Size sm all , m .l. !. so ( 1.5- 2.1}, s.d. 1. 26- 2.32 mm, m .b. 1. 23 (0.0- 1.4), s.d . O.s ~-
1. 6 2 mm. 
Shape variable , but typical ee . formed like n arro"· D (Fig. 11 3}, or O\'Oid (Fig . 114}. 
Yentral area in siele d ew sligh tly col1\·ex (Figs. 11 7- 11 8}, or almost straight with de-
pression a t place of p artition wall, ancl gently cun·ed tuberde uncler pa rtition wall (Figs . 
I 18, I 15). Si des col1\·ex, rough. Tops of sides usu ally t apering, often with characteristic 
elevations , som:'!times de\·eloped into tuberdes. Lid reaching top of e., and usually base 
of bea k, though not a lways (Fig. 11 7}. Lid rounded , with or without ridge, or with riclge 
only on upper part (Fig. 11 3 a, b). \\"hen lid remo\·ecl, locule founcl tobe clist inctly lO\\·er 
than in othe r species of this group. Beak long, broacl a t point of a ttachment to top of e. 
(Figs. 11 3-11 1}, and graduall y t apering upward (cf. ]EssE:-;, 1955::3) . Stalk sm all , but 
cl istinct . 
Surface usually rough, cells rela tively !arge (Fig. 182}. 
Ana tom y. Tissue, like that of P . frie sii, not t ypical of any of three groups (Fig . 40): 
cells long a ncl n a rrow at pl ace of partition wall , angular or ± rounded elsewhere. H ow-
ever , cell type ancl arrangement showed Yaria tion. Some sectionecl ee. were composed 
mostly of angula r or rounded cells, but irregular cells were also frequent (Fig. 22} . Sec-
ondary cell wall thickening strong. E . wall thick, especially a t t op . 
The ee. are easy to recognize, when their shape is most typical, but their 
morphological , ·ariability is considerable. The photo of the fruit in FER~ALD 
(1 932, plate XXIX, Fig. 6) agrees with my idea of a typical P . rutilus fruit , 
as does also the description of ]ESSE X (195S), but the ee. described and il-
lustrated by liiADALSKI ('1 949:4,9, Fig. 8) are not so typical. Some ee. of this 
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FIGS. 110 - 123. - P. panormitanus: 110-111 recent ee., '110 a-e different views of e. 
112 subfossile., a side, b dorsal views. - P. rutilus: 113 - 114 recent ee., 113 a s ide, b 
dorsal, c top, d ventral views. 115 - 118 subfossil ee. - P . friesii : "119 - 12 0 recent ee., 
119 a-e different views of e. 121 - 123 subfossil ee. 
kind were also observed in my material (Fig. 177). They differ from the typical 
fruit form ' in the ventral area, which is convex, tbe rather weakly developed 
beak, and the apex of the lid, whicb does not always reacb the base of the 
beak. Their shape resembles more that of tbe ee. of P. friesii and P. panormi-
tanus (cf.Figs.110, 117,122) . 
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Subgenus Coleogeto •. (Rchb.) Raunk. 
Lid short, not reaching top of e. or base of beak. E. wall thick, with many celllayers. 
Sectio Coleogeton 
The subgenus is usually divided into two sections according to features 
such as the sheaths of the leaves (HAGSTRÖM, 1916): Sectio Convoluti Hagstr., 
with the Fennoscandian species P. pectinatus and P . vaginatus. Sectio Connati, 
with the Fennoscandian species P . filiformis. This division does not wholly 
agree with the fruit characters, since the tissue structure and morphology of 
the fruits of P. jilijormis and P. vaginatus are very similar, whilst the fruit 
of P. pectinatus shows greater dissimilarities and has its own characteristic 
features. The ee. of the three species also have similar characters in their 
external appearance and the arrangement and morphology of the cells . 
Subsectio Filiformes Hagstr. 
19. Potamogeton filiformis Pers. 
Size medium or small, m.l. 2.14 (1.5- 2.6), s.d. 1. 36-2 .93 rum, m.b. 1.59 (1.2- 2.2), 
s.d. 0. 89-2.30 mm. Considerable size yariation noted in material studied (see Appendices 
1, 3). 
Shape rauging from oval to almost rounded, often crescentic (Figs. 121,- J 2 9). Ventral 
area in side view almost straight, sometimes with irregularities at the place of partition 
wall of locule (Figs . 125-126). Sides slightly com·ex (Fig. 124 b, c), sometimes flat. 
Characteristic faint furrows n ear dorsal m argins of sides (cf . P. fri esii) . Lid not reach.ing 
base of beak but stopping 0,2-0,3 mm from top of e. Inten·al betwecn base of beak 
and apex of Iid comparatively long, always noticeable . Lid rounded (Figs . 124 b--c), 
usually without crest but sometimes with n arrow one (Figs. 126, 128). Base of Iid rounded 
(Fig. 124. c, cf. P. vaginatus). Beak usually central, sometimes centro-yentral, often 
tiny knob left from beak in subfossil ee. Stigma broad, aln1ost sessile, more seldom 
with distinct style (Fig. 12 6). Stalk ind.istinct, usually lacking in subfossils. In ventral 
v iew base broad and stalk sometimes replaced by score, wh.ich is a lso characteristic of 
P. vaginatus (F ig . 1 30 e). 
Sudace of well-preserved subfossil ee. glossy; radially elon gat ed cells fonning fan-
like pattern (Figs. 18?-188, cf. GODWL'\', 1956, Fig. 101 e); a t dorsal margins of sides 
± distinct band of cells of type 2., elongated parallel to curvc of embryo. Surface of 
eroded subfossil ee. mat, spongy, with comparat.ively !a rge cells (Fig . 18 6)_. 
Anatomy. At surface of e. some layers of small cells of types 1. or 3., cells somewhat 
elongated radially (Fig. 41 b). In deeper layers majority of cells !arge. Arrangement of 
cells sim.ilar to that in the two other species of this subgenus (Figs. 41 a, 42, 4 3 b): small cells 
at the place of partition wall (Fig. 4.1:1), dorsally t o it !arge ± rounded cells (Fig. 41:2 ; 
frequently replaced in deeper layers by intercellular cavity in P. vaginatus), stripe of 
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compact t issue with small cells n ear the base (F ig. 41 :3; exteniling higher in P. vagi 11atus 
a ud P. pectinatus) band of long, n arrow cells of type 2. at dorsal m argins of sides (Fig. 
4 1 :'•; this cell type predomina tes in the deeper layers of the ee. of P . pectinatus, F ig. 
43b :4) . Cells of e. tissue closest t o t ypes 3. and 2. in P. filiformis (F ig. 15) a nd P. pectinatus 
(F ig . 12), but in P. vaginatus clcsest to types I . and 2. (Fig . 1/) . Secondary thickening 
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Fies. 12'. - '1 32 . - P . filiformis : 1 2~- 1 26 recent ee., 12'• a side, b t op, c basal, d dorsal 
views. 127 - 129 subfossil ee. - P. vagi11atus 130- 132 recent ee. : 130 a s ide, b t op, c 
dorsal d basal, e Yentral \·iews. 131 a s ide, b dorsal Yiews. 
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Subsectio Vaginati Hagstr. 
20. Potamogeton vaginatus Turcz. 
Size !arge or medium, m.l. 2.67 (2 .2-3.0), s .d. 2.12-3.21 mm, m.b . 2.03 (1.7-2.4), 
s.d. 1.50-2.57 mm. Size rather constant, between that of P. filiforrnis and P. pectina.tus, 
length usually more than 2.5 mm (cf. ]ESSE~. 1955}. This Observation agrees with the 
measurements made by other workers, e.g. KIHL~1A~ (1887:1 13), STEUSLOFF ( 1951:12), 
KATZ et al. (1965:127). The e. appears !arge compared with that of P. filiformis, and 
this impression is strengtherred by the more convex and broader dorsal area (cf. Figs. 185 
and 189). 
Shape crescentic, distinctly Ionger than broad (Figs. 130-132). Ventral area in side 
view almost straight or slightly convex, often with depression at the place of partition 
wall. Sides convex, depressed toward ventral area (cf. KIHLMAN, 1887:113). Small, but 
distinct depression, sometimes developing into cavity, may be present in the centre of 
sides (Fig. 130). Apex of Iid not reaching top of e. (Fig. 130 b, c), but extending lugher 
than in the two other Coleogeton species. Both apex and base of Iid tapering, V-shaped 
(Figs. 130 b, d; cf. P. filiformis and P. pectinatus). Lid rounded with distinct ridge, 
narrower than in P. pectinatus. Top of e. somewhat acute in dorsal view (Fig. 130 c, 
131 b). Beak centro-ventral, sometirues ventral, short, knob-like, stigma small, usually 
absent. Stalk tiny, usually replaced by score (Fig. 130 e). 
Surface radially striated, like that of P. filiformis. However, three different groups 
of cells more readily discerned at surface of e. than in P. filiformis. 
Anatomy. Cells grouped as follows: Large, angular or rounded cells in centre of sides 
(Fig. 42:2); dorsally to these smaller, angular, elongated cells (Fig. 42:3) and at dorsal 
margins of sides long, narrow type 2. cells, elongated parallel to curve of embryo (Fig. 
42:4). In deeper layers of sides !arger cells, frequently replaced by intercellular cavity 
(cf. MADALSKI, 194.9:5,11, Fig. 13). Cells closest to types 1. and 2. (Fig. 17), being more 
regular than those in ee. of P. pectinatus and P. filiformis. Secondary thickening of cell 
walls also generally stronger than in those two species. 
The e. is very similar tothat of P.Jilijormis and the two are easily confused 
(for a comparison of the two species, seealso KATZ et al., 1965:127). In some 
cases P. natans ee. resemble those of P. vaginatus, their size is often the same 
and their lids do not reach the base of the beak (cf. Figs. 45 and 130) . Dif-
ferences are found, e.g. in the profile of the lid and its base, and good distin-
guishing features are provided by the structures of the e. tissues, and the cell 
walls. 
Subsectio Pectinati (Fries) Hagstr. 
21. Potamogeton pectinatus L. 
Size !arge, m.l. 3.42 (2.5-4.2}, s.d. 2.24-3.62 mm, m.b. 2.68 (1.8-3.5), s.d. 1.66-
3. 59 mm. Large and frequent variation in size. 
Shape obovoid (Figs. 133-134.), ± triangular (Figs. 135-136} or crescentic (Fig. 137). 
Shape varies significantly, partly because of variations in the ventral area, whose side 
4 
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view may be convex (Fig. 135), S-shaped, straight (Fig. 134). or irregular (Figs . 136-13/) . 
Sides fl at , often with eievatians along dorsal margins (Fig. 13/) . Lid short, n ot reaching 
top of e ., sometimes only reach.ing about middle of e . (Figs. 134-135); in general shorter 
than in other two Coleogeton species. Lid rounded or bluntly keeled with broad and gently 
sloping ridge, though this may be lacking. Both apex and base of Iid broadly U-shaped 
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FIGS. 133- 137. - P. pectinatus: 133, 135 recent ee. , 133 a side, b dorsal-top views. 135 
a side, b dorsal, c basal views. 134, 136-137 subfossil ee. 
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not decurrent, erect or recurved, ± good preservability. Stalk tiny, narrow, often absent 
from subfossils. Considerable distance between apex of Iid and base of the beak, t op often 
broad and flat . 
Surface of subfossil e. spongy, porous and mat, without special pattern (Fig. 191, 
cf. KATZ et al. 1965: 12 6). 
Anatomy. E. wall thick, composed of two different types of tissue . Outer layers com-
posed of cells of t ype 3 (Pigs. 43 a, 15'•): cells irregular, some ramified, cell wall undulate 
{Fig . 12). Cells of deeper layers grouped in special way, resembling grouping in e. surfaces 
in P.filiformis and P. vaginalus: small cells at place of partition wall (Fig. 43 b:1); dorsally 
to these !arge, narrow cells with pointed ends (Fig. 43 b:2); near base of e. group of thick-
walled cells, extending higher up with increase in depth (Fig. 43 b:3); band of long, narrow 
type 1 cells at dorsal margins of sides (Pig. 43 b:t.). Throughout the deeper layers the 
cells are oriented in a characteristic manner, being extended parallel to the curve of 
tbe embryo. This, togetber with differences in shape of cells, can be used to distinguish 
P. peclinatus from the two preceding species. In subfossil ee . the outer, spongy layers 
may be eroded, and the inner, glossy layers of parallel cells exposed (cf. KATZ et al. 1965: 
271, Fig 6). Secondary cell wall thickening is generally weal<: (Fig. 154) . 
Like the vegetative parts, the fruits of P. pectinatus also vary considerably 
in shape and size. Almost every fruit specimen differs from the others in some 
respect (cf. Figs. 133-137) . Caution must, therefore, be excercised when using 
the shape of the fruits as a taxonomic character. The broad-leaved form of 
the species is regarded as P . pectinatus var. zosteraceus (Fries) Caspary by 
some authors (e.g. HAGSTRÖM, 1916, HEGI, 1935), and sometimes treated as 
a species, P. zosteraceus (~iADALSKJ, 1949, KATZ et al., 1965) . Its fruit differs 
(Fig. 135) from the other fruit forms of the species in having a more rounded 
shape, a more centrally placed beak, and, in the case of the specimen studied 
here, a smaller size. In Finland the Baltic populations ofthistype are regarded 
rather as modifications (LuTHER, 1947, 1951:83-84). The large subfossil ma-
terial of the species examined in this study frequently presented much more 
diverging forms than the above-mentioned, and the great morphological 
variability of its fruits is itself regarded as a typical feature of this >>chame-
leonic>> species (cf. CLAPHAM et al. 1952:1209). NEGRU (1968) has also noticed 
the great morphological variation of the fossil ee. of P. pectinatus and has 
made a new combination, P. praepectinatus Negru, on the basis of extensive 
material from early Quaternary deposits in M:oldavia, the USSR. Apart from 
their smaller size (1.7-2.s X 1.1-2.1 mm) and their often pitted sides (due 
to erosion?), the ee. shown in his Figs. 2:1-9 do not reveal any clear diver-
gence from the range of variation of Post-glacial finds of the species in Finland. 
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FIG. 138. - Groenlandia densa: recent e., a side, b dorsal, c ventral, d top, e basal views. 
Genus Groenlandia Gay 
Fruit wall thin, e. wall only one cell layer thick. Single, prismatic crystals of calcium 
oxalate present in cells of mesocarp adjacent to endocarp. The genus has only one 
represen ta ti ve: 
22. Groenlandia densa (L.) Fourr. 
Size large, c.a. 3 X 2 mm, e. very thin, ca. 1 mru. 
Shape obovoid, comparatively broad, curvature of embryo easily observed from 
surface (Figs. 138, 190). Ventral area in side view S-shaped, depressed at place of partition 
wall. Sides concave, uneven, ± flat, partition wall marked with large, distinct furrow. 
Epicotyl end of embryo distended (Fig. 138 b, c), spirally curved. Lid reaching base 
of beak, narrow, rounded or roof-shaped (Fig. 138 d, e), with narrow, low, distinct ridge. 
Beak centro-ventral or ventral, narrow, spine-like, recurved. Stalk small, indistinct (Figs. 
138, 190). 
Surface pattern formed by large, long, narrow cells, elongated parallel to curve of 
embryo (Fig. 146, cf. GODWIN, 1956, Fig. 101:f). 
Anatomy. Parallel orientation of cells not so distinct in recent ee. (Fig. 190), evidently 
owing to transitional sclereids at surface of e. (Fig. 148:c) . E. wall composed of only one 
sclerüied cell layer (Fig. 14.8:a), cells long, narrow, large (Fig. iO), of type 2. Adjacent 
to sclerified inner epiderm a layer of small cubic parenchymatous cells each with single, 
prismatic crystal (Figs. 14. 7, 148:b); some of them clearly rhombohedral, some elongated, 
rod-shaped. Crystals were insoluble in acetic acid, but soluble in hydrochloric acid, 
and shining and colonred in polarized light. 




Fr es. 139- 14 3. - 139, I '• 1 - 11.2 P. na/ans, 139 sect ion from s ide of subfossil endocarp , 
x 36. 14 1 thick-walled tissue of recent endocarp, x 100 . 142 the sam e in polarized light, 
x 3~0. - HO P. crispus longitudinal section frorn recent endocarp , p = sclerified p a r t of 
pericar p, ie = inner epiderm of pericarp, ii = integuments, e = e mbryo, o = opening 
point of •lieh , x 32. - 143 P. prae/ongus section from side of subfossil endocarp, x 35. 
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Frcs. Jl.4- 11,9.- 141, P. lucens, seetion from side of reeent endoearp, x 31. - 145 P. 
polygonifol-ius, seetion from side, reeent e., x t,O.- 146-14 8 G. densa, 146 surfaee tissue 
of r eeent e . a t m agnifieat ion x 55, 14 7 the same at higher ma!!llifieation, x 360, er = 
eryst als. 148. Transverse section of fruit wall at plaee of loeule, x 160, a = inner epidenn 
or endoearp, b = parenehy matous mesoearp eelllayer with erystals (er) , e = transitional 
eells, d = epiearp. I '• 9 P . coloratus, transitional clereids a t e. surfaee, x 300. 
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Frcs. 150- 15' .. - P. obtusifolius: 150 section from s ide of recent e., x 36. 152 cells of the 
same section a t higher magnifica tion , x 200, a = crys t als, b = gela tinous secondary 
walls. 15 1 sectiou fro m s ide of subfossil e., x 36.- P. compressus: 153 section from side 
of recent e., x :16.- P. pectinatus: 15'• cells of surface layers sec tioned fro m side of recent 
e., x 100. 
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I'rcs. '155-159. - Subfossil endoca rps: 155- 156 P. uatans 15;-158 P. p~rfoliatus 159 
P. praelo11gus. x 20. 
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FrGS. 160- 168. - Subfossil endocarps: 160-162 P. lucens, 1 61,. P . gramineus, 165-166 
P. a.lpinus. - Recent endocarps : 163 P. zizii , 16 i P. polygonifolius, 1 68 P. colora.lus. 160-
16i X 20, 168 X 25. 
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FIGS. 169- 1/4. - Subfoss il endoca rps: 169 P. compressius, 1 ;o P. acutifolius, 1 ; 1 P. 
crisp lls, 173-174 P. oblllsi folius. - Recen t endocarp: 172 P . lr ichoides . x 20. 
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F r es. I i 5- 181 .. - Su bfoss il endocar ps: 1 i5- l 76 P. berchtoldii, 1 i9-181 P. friesii, 183-
18 '• P. sp, - Recent endocarps: I ii- 1 i8 P. panormilanus, 182 P . rulilus, x 20. 
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Frcs. •J 85-191. - Subfossil endocarps: 185-188 P.filiform is, 19 1 P. pecti llatus.-Recent 
endocarps: 18 9 P. vaginaltts , 190 P. deusus, x 20 . 
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3. Size of endocarps 
The size of the endocarp is a very specific character and is thus useful when 
identifying pondweed species in subfossil finds. An attempt was made to 
estimate the means of the species (the populations) by sampling. Sampies 
were taken from recent, herbarium specimens (H) with ripe fruit, each sample 
consisting of fruits taken from one collection of the species with the same 
place and date. Fruits were gathered from different parts of spices and their 
exocarp coats were removed before measuring. The amount of ripe-fruited 
specimens available was rather limited and the material from localities in the 
south of Finland was often !arger than that of other parts of Fennoscandia. 
I n the case of some species, material from outside Fennoscandia was used 
for the measurements (see Appendix 1). 
In genera1100 recent endocarps were measured in each species. The num-
ber of samples varied according to the material available. Fewer endocarps 
were measured for species for which only scanty material was available 
(see Appendix 3). In a111575 endocarps belanging to 21 species were measured, 
and the following values were calculated for each species: the mean length and 
breadth of the endocarp, the standard error of the means, the standard de-
viations of length and breadth within the population. 
The samples and the results of the calculations are shown in Appendices 1 and 
3. The material was defective in respect of P. crispus, P. trichoides and P. colo-
ratus, for each of which only one specimen was available. The material of 
P. rutilus and P. trichoides was also too scanty for statistical treatment 
(30 is considered the minimum value for n, cf. Bül'.TNIER & TEDIN, 1957). 
Figs. 192 and 193 illustrate the results of the calculations: population mean 
(peak of triangle), the 99. 9 % confidence interval for the population mean 
(base of triangle), the range between minimum and maximum measurements 
(thick lines), and ± 3 X standard deviation of the population (marked with 
thin lines). 
The mean length of the species usually gives a better indication of the 
endocarp size (e.g. used in the key) than the mean breadth. The length and 
the breadth may vary somewhat independently of each other, and the order 
of the species arranged according to the mean length (as in Figs. 192-194) 
differs from the sequence given by the mean breadth. 
T-tests were used to compare the population means obtained and to detect 
critical cases in which the differences between the means are not statistically 
significant. The levels of significance revealed by the test are presented in 
Fig. 194. The mean measurements of the species generally proved to differ 
highly significantly from each other. Critical cases are the following couples 
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1. , lP. praelonsrus ..... P. pectmatus . ... 
.P. compressus 
-P. lucens ..... P. crispus 


















P. · gramineus 
P. friesii I 
P. rutilus I 
P. polhgoni(olius 
P. berc toldii I 
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FrG. 192. Length of endocarps. 
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P. notans 
... P. vaginatus 
... P. acut,folius 
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.... P. rutilus I 
e. P<>'"'"Z~"[' P. öerchtol ;; 
...... P. panormitanus 
P. coloratus 1 
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of species, whose mean lengths and breadths show no significant differences 
(ns, Fig.194): P. compressus- P.lucens (length, t = 1.t s, P > O.t o; breadth, 
t = 1.0 3, P > O.t o), P.acutij olizts - P. natans (length, t = 1. 63, P > O.t o, 
breadth, t = 1. 27, P > 0.10), P. obtusijolius- P. zizii (length, t = 0. 91, 
P > O.to, breadth, t = 1. 66 , P > O.os), P . j riesii - P. graminet~s (length, 
t = 0.91, P > O.to, breadth, t = 0. 28, P > O. so) . These species, however, have 
other good separating characters, so that, in spite of the similar size of their 
endocarps, confusion is unlikely in practice. In contrast, difficulties in species 
determination may be caused by the similar mean length of the pairs P. na-
tans-P.vaginatus (length, t = 0. 78, P > O.t o, breadth, t =5.64,P< 0. oo t) 
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and P. berchtoldii- P.panormitanus (length, t = 1. 72, P > O. o5 , breadth, 
t = 3.05, P < O. oo t) . Attention should also be drawn to the similar mean 
measurements of P. perfoliatus and P. zizii (length, t = 1. 9 3, P > 0. o 5, breadth, 
t = 2.1 8, 0.05> P > 0. o2) because of the very polymorphic endocarps of the 
latter. On the other hand, some groups of species which are difficult to sepa-
rate from each other on the basis of other endocarp characters have highly 
significant differences in their endocarp size, e.g. P . lucens - P. zizii (length, 
t = 10.8, breadth, t = 8.33, P < O. oo t), P. gramineus - P . zizii (length, 
t = 9.04, breadth, t = 11.t, P < O. oo t), P.filiformis - P . vaginatus (length, 
t = 16.4, breadth, t = 14.9 , P < O. oo t), P. acutifolius-P. compressus (length, 
t = 5. 93, P < O. oo t, breadth, t = 2. 42, 0. 02>P>0. ot). 
P . PR AELONGJS 
P . PECTINATUS 
P . COMPRE SSUS 
P . LUCENS 
P , CRISPUS 
P . NATANS 
P . VAGI NATUS 
P . ACUTJFOL JUS 
P . PERFOL I ATUS 
P. ZIZII 
P . OBTUSIFOL!US 
P . FIL IFORMIS 
P . TRICHOIDES 
P . ALPINUS 
P . GRAMINEUS 
P . FRIES! I 
·, 2 3 < 5 6 7 e 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 1s 19 20 21 
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16 +•+ +++ +++ +++ +1"+ +++ +++ +•+ +-+ +++ •++ +++ t-i + t- · ns ++t- +t-t- +++ +++ +++ 
P. RUTILUS 17 +•+ t- ++ +++ +++ + ... + .,.++ +++ +++ +++ +• + ....... +++ +++ +++ ++ +++ ns nS +++ +++ 
P . PO.. YGON IFOL IUS 18 +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ ......... • ++ +++ .... + ... +++ + ... + +•+ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ 
P . BERCHTO...OI I 19 +++ ++ .. +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ ++.,. +++ 1-++ ......... +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ ns +++ +++ 
P . PANORMITANUS 20 +++ +++ +++ +++ ++• .,.+ ... +++ +++ +++ ... ., ... ·++ +++ .f.++ +++ +++ +++ +++ ns ns 
P. COLORATUS 21 .f.++ +++ +++ +.,. ..................... -+ +•+ ++- + .. + +++ +++ +-t+ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ 
LE\GTH 
FrG. 1 94.. - Levels of significance reyeaJed by t- t est. Levels of significance of differences 
between the mean lengths of the species t abulat ed in the left lo"er corner. Levelsofsignif-
icance of differences between the mean breadths of the species t abulated in the right 
upper corner. The species are arranged according to the mean lengths and numbered from 
1-21. 
ns = P>O.o5 + = 0.05> P >O .Ol ++ = O.Ol > P > O.OOl + + + = P < O.OOl 
It should be pointed out, however, that, although differences in size may 
be significant statistically, they are not particularly conspicuous in practice 
(see the overlapping ranges in Figs. 192-193, and the sample means and devia-
tions in Appendix 3). Species determination cannot be made on size alone. The 
greatest variation in mean size exist in the samples of P. pectinatus, P. filiformis 
and P. perfoliatus, and these Observations agree weil with the impression ob-
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tained from the examination of the subfossil samples of these species. Un-
fortunately, the scanty material of P. trichoides endocarps does not reveal 
the great size variation of this species observed from the measurements of 
different floras. 
How do the measurements of subfossil endocarps compare with the species 
means obtained from recent samples? (>Recent» means here collections made 
roughly within the last hundred years, and >>subfossil> refers to Post-glacial 
finds of endocarps, not older than about 10 000 years). It proved that the 
intraspecific endocarp size variation in time is surprisingly small, and the 
measurements of subfossils correspond weil with the range of measurements of 
recent samples. The size of the Tertiary or interglacial finds of some species seem 
to differ more from those of recent specimens and such endocarps have some-
times been assumed to represent different species (P. pectinatus - P. 
praepectinatus, NEGRU, 1968). 
V. Discussion 
I. Difficulties encountered in identifying the species 
on the hasis of fruit remains 
The research approach involving the comparison of subfossil fruit remains 
with recent specimens is based on the assumption that >>fruit stones>> of pond-
weeds hav~ been preserved in the late Quaternary timnie deposits without 
significant changes in their appearance and characters. In view of the fact 
that in 18 species »fruit stones>  found in subfossil state proved to be exactly 
similar to recent specimens (subjected to artificial fossilization, see p. 7) 
it is safe to conclude that the above assumption is valid. 
However, the range of variation of the recent material does not cover that 
displayed by fossil samples, which vary with both space and time.-This is il-
lustrated by the two endocarps shown in Figs. 183 and 184. The former rep-
resents >>fruit stones>> from deposits in north orway (Indre Billefjord); in 
all, 82 such endocarps were obtained from several samples. No endocarps 
with this very characteristic appearance were found in the recent material. 
They resemble a Coleogeton species in that the lid does not reach the top of 
the endocarp, and the beak and stalk are insignificant, the latter often being 
replaced by a score. The position of the beak is ± central; its tilt is a peculiar 
feature, since in different endocarps it may be ventrally tilted, erect, or dor-
sally tilted. In several endocarps the lid is sunk inside the endocarp, a feature 
which was not noticed in other species. The lid is rounded with a distinct, 
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low and narrow ridge (Fig. 183). The surface consists of long, narrow cells, 
undulating in a peculiar, irregular manner. The endocarp length varies from 
2.o to 2.9 mm, the average size being 2.6 X 1.7 mm. These endocarps have 
features of P. filiformis and P. vaginatus, though ]Udging from the recent 
material they cannot belong to either of them. They may be of hybrid nature, 
though this cannot be confirmed because of the lack of recent material of this 
kind. However, their features are so distinctive that I consider them to rep-
resent some species or variety unknown to me. The other figure (184) rep-
resents fruit forms frequently found among small subfossil endocarps, which 
are sometimes difficult to assign to a definite species, though they can be 
placed in the group comprising the species P. berchtoldii, P . panormitanus, 
P. friesii and P. rutilus. Recent endocarps of this group of species are readily 
distinguished from each other (see Figs. 100, 110, 113, 119), but in subfossil 
samples difficulties arise in their determination. This is partly due to the tiny 
size of these »fruit stones>> but evidently also to their great morphological 
variability. The descriptions (pp. 42-46) of the endocarps of these species 
are based on the most distinctive recent forms which arealso commonly met in 
Finnish subfossil material. An exception is P . panormitanus, for which only 
two subfossil endocarps of the described type were found in two different 
samples. The recent material of this species was obtained from the coastal 
areas of Finland, mostly from brackish water, the fruits of these plants being 
very characteristic. An examination of a few recent freshwater specimens 
suggested that recent endocarps of specimens of inland origin are more dif-
ficult to distinguish from P. berchtoldii. Endocarps of the kind illustrated 
in Fig. 184 might represent a form of P. berchtoldii; the cell structure is most 
similar to that of this species. In many cases these endocarps might be sus-
pected to be of hybrid origin. However, recent hybrids between these species 
are not frequently reported from Fennoscandia (cf. HYLANDER, 1953, ] ALAS, 
1958) - and hardly achieve the fertility (cf. HAGSTRÖM, 1916) indicated by 
the often numerous occurrences of these endocarp types in subfossil samples. 
On the basis of subfossil samples it is impossible to determine to what extent 
hybrids make identification more difficult. Owing to the lack of comparable 
recent material no real effort has been made to elucidate this point. Hybrids 
between recent pondweed species are not infrequent, but in general, they 
are ± sterile, as, for example the common hybrids P. gramineus X P. per-
joliatus (P. x nitens), P . gramineus x P. natans (P. x sparganijolius), which 
mainly reproduce by vegetative means. Such hybrids have been excluded 
from this study, apart from P. zizii, the supposed hybrid P . gramineus X 
P. lucens (also considered a valid species by some authors), which is fre-
quently fertile and relatively common in Fennoscandia. It fruits abundantly, 
and the fruit has a very constant shape and size. In some cases, single endo-
5 
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carps of suspected hybrid origin were found in subfossil finds, for instance 
P. filiforrnis X P. pectinatus, P . berchtoldii x P. obtusifolius, P. compressus 
x P. obtusifolius . 
However, the greatest difficulties encountered in the determinations arose 
from the similarity and intraspecific variation in the shape of endocarps of 
some closely related species. In other words, the appearance and identifying 
characters of each species are not so unique as would be desirable from the 
point of view of identification. This applies to the endocarps of P. compressu,s 
and P. acutijoliu,s, which may often be difficult to distinguish, and a brief 
comparison of their endocarps is given here. }.Iy observations of recent and 
subfossil material agree weil with HAGSTRöM's (1916:67-68). Camparisou 
of endocarps of P. compressus and P . acutijolius: 
1. The endocarps of P. compressus are in generallarger, and their length: 
breadth ratio is greater than that of P. acutijolius. The size of the endocarps 
is more variable in P. acutifolius than in P. compressus (see Appendix 3). 
2. The spine-like boss on the ventral area is always present in P. acuti-
folius endocarps, but may be lacking in P. compressus, or be replaced by a 
depression at the place of the partition wall. In my recent material the boss 
occurs more often in P. compressus endocarps than HAGSTRÖM (1916) reports. 
According to his observations, it seems to be a question of room: when all 
four carpels are developed, the ventral boss is lacking; otherwise the boss is 
present. Both fruit forms were found by me, even on the same spike. 
3. The beak of P. acutijolius is usually more ventral, more erect and often 
Ionger than that of P . compressus. 
4. The lid of P. compressus is often roof-shaped, or keeled with a narrow 
crispate crest (Figs. 88, 89), while that of P. acutijolius is rounded, and cover-
ed all over with scattered warts (Fig. 98). However, the lid of P. compressus 
may also be rounded with scattered warts (Fig. 91 b). 
5. The thickness of the endocarp varies, perhaps depending on the ripeness 
of the fruits. Flat, slightly concave sides are commonest in both species, but 
in P. compressus taper more gradually toward the stalk; in P. acutijolius they 
usually terminate in a prominent wart on the base, and the stalk is less de-
current (cf. MADALSKI, 1949:11, Fig. 15). 
6. The cell structure and arrangement is quite similar in both species. 
However, the secondary thickening of the cell walls of P . acutijolius is strong, 
while that of P. compressus is very weak; the cells of P. acutijolius are larger 
(cf. Figs. 18 and 19). 
]ESSEN (1955) and KATZ et al. (1965) report that P. acutifolius and P. tri-
choides also have very similar fruit forms. In my recent material confusing 
fruit forms were not found, but this may be due to the smallness of the avail-
able material, no recent occurrences of these species having been observed 
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in Finland. H owever , a subfossil sample from Kärsämäki , west centrat Fin-
land, was found to contain 13 endocarps with a very confusing shape (Figs. 
97, 170, cf. Fig. 95 illustrating recent endocarp of P. trichoides), and the endo-
carps were identified as P. acutijolius by ] essen. This agrees with my observa-
tions of the tissue characters. The exceptionally great intraspecific variation 
in size is a remarkable feature of P. trichoides endocarps, and small endocarps 
do not occasion such difficulties in species detennination. 
Other examples of intergradation between the endocarp characters of 
closely related species are presented by P. jilijormis - P. vaginatus and 
P . gramineus - P. zizii - P . lucens . Within these groups determinations 
must largely be based on interspecific differences in the mean size of the endo-
carps, - and in some cases even this character is not very useful (see Figs. 
192-193) . Endocarps of the apparent hybrid P. zizii (P . gramineus x 
P. lucens), considered a >>valid>  species by some authors, look so much like 
those of P. gramineus that they could easily be covered by the range of varia-
tion ofthat species (cf. Figs. 63 and 64) . 
At times the immaturity of the >>fruit stones>> causes difficulties in identifi-
cation. One sign of the immaturity of an endocarp is a noticeable shrinkage 
occuring during examination, as the preserving fluid evaporates. However, 
this is not a true indication of immaturity in the comparatively small, thin-
walled >>fruit stones>> of P. gramineus. In subfossil endocarps the lid often 
opens and the sides cave in , but similar behaviour can be noted in ripe 
recent specimens of this species. The immaturity of the fruits does not usually 
occasion great errors in the measurements of the length and breadth of the 
endocarps; on the basis of my exarnination of pondweed fruits at different 
stages of development, it seems that endocarps reach their full size at a rela-
tively early stage. The thickness of the endocarp is more affected by even 
slight immaturity . 
In my subfossil mat erial difficulties resulting from wear and erosion ac-
counted for only a minor portion of the unclassified group. Pondweed endo-
carps have generally been weil preserved in Finland's Post-glacial lake and 
mire deposits. It was possible t o reach this conclusion by comparing subfossil 
and recent endocarps. However , even the slightest degree of erosion makes 
it more difficult to separate such diminutive >>fruit stones> as those of P. berch-
toldii, P. panormitanus, P. friesii and P. rutilus. On rare occasions, entire cell 
layers have disappeared from the surface of >fruit stones>: this was noted 
in the case of P. crispus, P.jilijormis and P. pectinatus, all of which have 
large, thin-walled cells. E rosion of this kind may result in unusual forms 
(Figs. 80-87). The loss of the lid of the endocarps is quite common. In 
some species this makes identification uncertain if not altogether impossible. 
However, the commonest result of erosion is the loss of the beak and the 
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stalk. This factor varies with the species. Generally, it has no bearing on 
identification. It is probable that most of the darnage to the endocarps occurs 
during laboratory preparation, when the lid, beak, stalk and the exocarp coat 
may fall off, and the surface tissue may possibly be dissolved by acids. The 
exocarp coat was rather seldom present in my subfossil material and only 
in a few species (P. natans, P. perfoliatus, P. berchtoldii) . IKITI:-< ('1957) re-
ports the presence of the exocarp coat to be quite common in his fossil ma-
terial, and, like KATZ et al. (1965), uses interspecific differences in the cell 
pattern of the exocarp as identifying characters. 
>>Fruit stones>> originating from central European inter-glacial deposits 
have possibly been more extensively damaged by erosion than is the case in 
the Finnish Post-glacial deposits. Photographs in Gonwr:-< (1956, plates XVII 
-XX) representing fruit remains from the English Late-glacial period do not 
differ from the Finnish >>fruit-stones>> from later periods. His P. natans fruits 
(plate XIX, illustrations c-d) have been preserved with their exocarp coats, 
while in P. jriesii (plate XIX, Fig. e) - which I feel has been misidentified 
in the reference >>cf. P. pusillus>>- the beak, stalk, glossy surface and grooves 
of the sides show a good state of preservation. (As regards published illustra-
tions of subfossils (see p. 6), while it is generally easy to recognise cases in 
which they agree with one's own concept of the species, it is usually not easy 
to decide that a determination is wrong on the basis of a figure alone.) The 
± hemicellulosic nature of pondweed endocarp carbohydrates may cause 
them to disappear in the presence of oxidizing agents, - they apparently 
tend to dissolve completely in the presence of some dilute acids (as was noted 
in the maceration of the endocarps, p. 7). The resistance of the endocarps 
varied with the species. 
From the point of view of identification, it is possible to divide pondweed 
fruits into two categories: >>easily>> identified, and difficult to identify. Some 
>>difficulb> species have been mentioned above. It is generally easy to identify 
the following species: P. natans, P. praelongus, P. alpinus, P. crispus, P. ob-
tusijolius, P. pectinatus and Groenlandia densa. 
It is interesting - and reflects weil the diversity of pondweed endocarps 
from the identification point of view - to examine how different authors, 
often independently, have described endocarps of species, and to study their 
>>favourite ideas>> . For instance, }ESSE:-< (1949, 1955) assigns great significance 
to the distance between the lid and the beak and to the form of the back of 
the lid. MADALSKI (1949) records the ratio of the lid to the circumference of 
the fruit and divides the endocarp into two halves along a straight line be-
tween the base and the apex of the lid, so as to compare the size of the halves. 
He also makes transverse sections of endocarps and records the form of the 
back of the lid and the thickness of the lid. MARTIX (1951), when determining 
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eroded endocarps eaten by game ducks, cuts endocarps into two halves by a 
longitudinal section, and examines the >>seam>> (cavity of the ventral vascular 
trace?) and its position in or outside the >>comma> (the partition wall of the 
locule), but this character was not used in this study. 
Some of the above-mentioned ideas of previous authors have been adopted 
by KATZ et al. (1965) and have also been used in the present paper, though 
not so extensively. In this study I have mainly concentrated on the tissue 
and cell characters observed in endocarp surfaces or in longitudinal sections 
of the sides, and on the intraspecific variation in endocarp shape. 
I agree with 1-LWALSKI's (1949) remark on ]ESSE)<'s (1949) use of the lid-
beak interval; he points out that the lid fails to reach the beak in a greater 
number of species than is reported in the key. ]ESSEN (1949, 1955) only took 
account of clearly noticeable intervals and, consequently, he considers that 
the lid reaches the base of the beak in 13 species and is apparently not aware 
of the considerable interval that may occur between the apex of the lid and 
the base of the beak in P. panormitanus and P. friesii. MADALSKI reports that 
the lid reaches the beak in only seven European species and sometimes even 
fails to reach the lid in two of these (P. natans, P. obtusifolius). After examin-
ing extensive recent material, I consider that there are only three species in 
which the lid normally reaches the base of the beak- namely G. densa, P.per-
foliatus and P. berchtoldii. Nor is it certain that this is always the case in the 
first and last of these species, since great variation was observed in the sub-
fossil samples of P. berchtoldii, and my material of G. densa was very small. 
From the point of view of the intraspecific variability of the shape of the 
endocarps, it has been interesting to compare my own drawings with those 
of MADALSKI (1949). Although his figures are based on only a small material, 
they complement each other in many instances. Of the 14 most important 
characters chosen by MADALSKI, Nos 6, 8, 9, 10, 11 have not been used by me. 
Nos 8, 10 and 11 necessitate transverse sections, which I did not make for 
each species. The record of the ratio of the length of the >>fruit stone's>  lid 
to the circumference of the fruit (No 6) gives a good and more accurate idea 
of the length of the lid, but this value is not constant within all the species. 
Also character No 9 (comparison of the two halves obtained by dividing along 
a straight line between the base and apex of the lid) depends on the length 
and curvature of the lid. This shows particularly great variation in P. per-
foliatus and P. rutilus, and UADALSKI's key is consequently inaccurate with 
respect to these species. Variations in the ventral area of P. rutilus may also 
cause inaccurate results. P. panormitanus is not included in MADALSKI's key, 
and may have been confused v.;th P. rutilus, judging from his illustrations. 
The construction of a practical key to the species has been difficult be-
cause of the lack of constant, diagnostic characters. IADALSKI (1949) holds 
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that the shape of the endocarps is not very useful for the key because it varies 
and necessitates illustrations. While it must be admitted that it is indeed 
difficult to describe in a key, nevertheless, together '1\-ith the size, the shape 
of the endocarp appears to be the best identifying character. Although varia-
tion in shape is great in some species, though still contained within certain 
Iimits, in other species this character is very constant, and, since I found it 
valuable in the identification of the endocarps, it has received considerable 
emphasis in this paper, being illustrated by numerous figures . In addition, 
I have paid close attention to characters which are common to closely related 
speciesj provided they are constant t axonomical characters. 
2. Anatomy and taxonomy 
In this study endocarp sclereids and tissues were originally examined in 
order to obtain additional characters for the determination of subfossil >>fruit 
stones>> . The subject is also of general interest from the taxonomical point of 
view. Little attention has so far been paid to sclereid morphology as a taxo-
nomical character, though it appears that it may be diagnostic at specific 
level (cf. EsAu 1965: 219). 
Sclereids of idioblastic origin have been studied in the leaves some tropical 
trees, e.g. Camellia (FosTER, 1944, BARUA & DuTTA, 1959), the major morpho-
logical differences being the degree of ramification of the cell body and the 
development of small protuberances on the cell walls. Another group of scle-
reids more extensively studied from the t axonomical point of view, are the 
terminal sclereids of the veinlet endings of the leaves, e.g. in tropical taxa of 
Mouriria (FosTER, 1946, 1947, lORLEY, 1953) and Memecylon (RAa, 1957). 
Sclereids have been grouped according to their morphology, and used as an 
additional character in the identification of the species. 
Solitary sclereids or groups of sclereids of the >>stone cell>> t ype have been 
used as a taxonomical character of the fleshy parts of the fruits of the family 
Rosaceae, e.g. the taxa Pyrus (CRrsT & BATJER, 1931) and Sorbus (KOVANDA, 
1961). In such studies attention has been focused on the presence contra ab-
sence of sclereids, rather than on their morphology. Pioneer anatomists, 
such as CAVE (1869), LAMPE (1886) and GARCIX (1 90), have given extensive 
descriptions of the morphology of the sclereids in the continuous solid layer 
of the endocarp of drupes of various families. The special orientation of the 
long and n~rrow sclereids of the endocarp layers was found to be a charac-
t eristic feature of some species of Prunus (TuKEv & YOUNG, 1939, STERLING, 
1953). KovANDA (1961) also uses the texture and thickness of the endocarp 
in his revision of Czechoslovakian Sorbus species. 
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Differences were noted by me in the form and orientation of the sclereids 
of Potamogeton endocarps, and three types of sclereids were distinguished 
(p. 10): 1. short, polyhedral sclereids, 2. long, narrow, usually specially orient-
ed sclereids, 3. irregular, ± ramified sclereids. The sclereid form was found 
to be a very constant specific character - a fact which is evidently respon-
sible for the constancy of the endocarp shape and size, provided that the 
ontogeny of the sclereids is the same. 
The observation of interspecific differences in the types of cells composing 
the tissues of Potamogetonaceae endocarps gives rise to the question of how 
they originate. However, no developmental study of the pondweed fruits has 
so far been made, and the examination of the mature endocarps alone is not 
sufficient to suggest a definite explanation . Nevertheless, it is possible to 
deduce that interspecific differences exist in the histogenesis of the endocarps. 
The long, narrow sclereids (type 2.), extended parallel to the curve of the 
embryo, resemble the cells of the inner epiderm of the pericarp, as though 
they may have been produced by it. The species of group 2.(p. 13) have endo-
carps composed solely of this cell type. In the case of some species (e.g. P. na-
tans, P. obtusijolius, P. vaginatus) one might deduce that their short, poly-
hedral cells (type 1.) have arisen from the long, specially oriented cell type 2. 
by transverse cell divisions, as is indicated by their arrangement in curved 
rows (Figs. 139, 150); in some cases a 1>mother cell» with pointed ends was 
even observed, when the tissues were macerated (cf. BAILEY, 1961). It is not 
always possible to estimate to what extent the outer parts of the ovarian 
wall contribute to the formation of the endocarp. In the case of P. crispus 
and P. pectinatus, the two structurally different parts of their endocarps 
(the inner composed of cells of t ype 2., the outer of ceUs of type 3.) have per-
haps originated from different cell layers of the ovarian wall. 
One remarkable feature of the species with irregular, ± ramified cells 
(type 3.) is the wide range of variation in their endocarp shape and size. Several 
fruit forms have been described in the Iiterature for P. perjoliatus, P. crispus, 
P. trichoides and P. pectinatus, all of which have endocarps composed of cells 
of type 3. 
Two forms have been described by ~IKITL'< (195/) and three by me for P. perfoliatus; 
two fruit forms appear in the Iiterature for P. crispus (var. crispus and var. macrorrhynchos 
(Gandog.) Aschers. et Graebner); several for P. trichoides (var. liocarpus, Aschers., var. 
lttberettlosus Rchb., P. condylocarpus Fieb .) and still further forms have been described 
by NIKlTIN (195 ?) from fossil Russian material; at least two fruit have been described 
for P. pectinatus (var. pectinattts and var. zos feraceus (Fries) Caspary). 
Characteristic of the fruits of P. crispus and especially P. trichoides is their 
ability to produce a variable nurober of tuberdes at variable points of the 
endocarps. HAGSTRÖM (1916) assigns only minor taxonomic importance to 
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the fruit forms of P. trichoides, on the ground that the vegetative parts of the 
species are quite uniform. lVIy exarnination of the recent herbarium material 
of P. perfoliatus from Finland suggested that the vegetative parts, like the 
fruits, are very variable. However, I did not succeed in connecting a certain 
fruit form with a certain vegetative form. l\Ioreover, rny observations of re-
cent fruit material of P . crispus frorn Alandia showed that both fruit forms 
can occur in the same population (cf. FRYER et al., 1915). The fruits of P. pec-
tinatus also vary greatly in size and shape, and taxonomic value has some-
tirnes been assigned to their different forrns. One explanation of the poly-
morphism of the fruits of these species may lie in their particularly irregular 
cell type, which makes such variation possible, whether it is due to some 
external factor or genetically determined. 
The three types of sclereids have been used in the descriptions of the endo-
carps of the different species, and the species have been divided into three 
groups on the basis of the type of sclereid predorninating in their endocarps 
(pp. 12-19). Of these groups, the first and third are sornewhat artificial, but the 
second is natural and uniform in appearance. Tissues of the species of the 
first and the third group cannot always be distinguished from each other 
without sectioning the endocarps, while those of the second group can usually 
be separated from the others by surface rnicroscopy. 
The subsection Lucentes Graebn. (P. gramineus, P. lucens and P. zizii) 
and Colorati (Graebn.) Hagstr. (P. coloratus, P. polygonifolius) are distin-
guished from the others by the tissue of their endocarps, which is mostly 
composed of long, specially oriented cells of the second type. The species of 
these subsections also have well-developed tissue cornposed of so-called tran-
sitional sclereids between the endocarp and mesocarp. These structural fea-
tures can be considered taxonomical characters at subsectional level. This 
also seems to be the case with regard to the species of these subsections occur-
ring outside Europe, judging frorn an examination of sorne Asiatic species 
(P. asiaticus Benn., P. malainus 1vliq., P. suboblongus Hagstr.). The species 
of the Arnerican subsection Hybridi have endocarps with fewer cell layers 
(2-3), but the structure of their endocarp tissue seerns to be similar, and very 
like the endocarp structure of G. densa (only one celllayer). 
The species of the first and third groups have no such clear taxonornical 
unity, but occur sporadically in different subsections. However, their sclereid 
characters are diagnostic at specific level. Attention was paid to the follow-
ing features: 1. the thickness of the endocarp wall, 2. the dominant cell type 
or types, 3. the cell arrangernent and tissue structure at the surface of the 
sides and in the deeper endocarp layers, 4. the cell size and wall layering. 
Though not significant at sectionallevel, the anatornical characters of the 
endocarps seem to supply evidence of relationship at subsectionallevel, and 
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thus the subsections, following mainly GRAEBXER (1907) and HAGSTRÖM 
(1916), are treated in this study. The morphology and anatomy of the fruits 
of the species of the subsection Compressi (Fries) Hagstr. (P. compressus, 
P. acutijolius) proviele evidence of their close relationship. From this point 
of Yiew, the subsection Pusilli (Graebn.) Hagstr. appears to be very hetero-
geneous. The fruit morphology and anatomy of P. obtusifolius shows greater 
affinity to P. compressus than to any other species of its subsection, 
and it could weil be placed in its own subsection. Nor do the other Scandi-
navian species of this subsection (P. berchtoldii, P. friesii, P. panormitanus 
and P. rutilus) display marked similarities in endocarps anatomy, though the 
morphology of their endocarps sometimes appears similar because of their 
tiny size and lack of conspicuous outer characters. 
Similarities in endocarp anatomy ex.ist between the species of the sub-
genus Coleogeton . The tissue structure of P. filiformis resembles that of P. va-
{!,inatus ancl the outer morphology of their endocarps is quite similar too. The 
subgenus has been dividecl into two sections. Of the Fennoscanclian species, 
P. pectinatus and P. vaginatus are included in one section (sec. Convoluti 
Hagstr.), and P. filiformis in the other (sec. Connati Hagstr.). Since the fruit 
characters clo not quite corresponcl to this division, the division into two sec-
tions has not been followed in this paper. Different authors place the species 
P. crispus now in the section P otamogeton, now in its own section, Batracho-
seris Irrnisch. The last-mentioned treatment is supportecl by the very char-
acteristic appearance ancl anatornical structure of the fruit of the species. 
The accommodation of Groenlandia densa in a separate genus has not yet 
hecome established practice. Great significance was attached to the fruit 
characters of the species when this genus was distinguished (GAY, 1854, 
]UZEPCUK, 1934, HYLANDER, 1953, HUTCH.l:XSON, 1960). Weil-formed Cal-
cium oxalate crystals were observed by me in the mesocarp cells adjacent 
to the sclerified inner epiderm of the pericarp. This kind of crystal was not 
founcl in the other pondweed species studied. Crystals have often been usecl 
as a criterion when placing species in different genera (cf. e.g. SOLEREDER, 
1899, METCALFE and CHALK, 1950, DORMER, 1961). The regular occurrence 
of prismatic crystals may thus be added to the evidence listed, for example, 
by HYLA!\DER (1953), in favour of the separation of Groenlandia densa. 
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VI. Key to F ennoscandian species for Potamoget onaceae 
endocarps 
1. Endocarp one cell layer thick .... .. . . . .. ..... . ... . ...... . . .. . . . .... G. de11sa 
E. more than one cell layer th ick ... . .. . . . . ..... . .. . .... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ... 2. 
2. Sides confluent with beak ..... . ......... . . . . . ... . . . .... ... . .. . . . . . .. ... :3. 
sides less confl uen t wi th beak . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !t. 
3. E . !arge, cell size ve ry !arge o=O.i- 0.2 mm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P. crispus 
E. sm all , surface cells smaller, often elongated a t place of partition wall .. . . P. rutilus 
4. S i des fla t.Curving cell pattern at surface. Lid with narrm..,, distinct ridge. - E. tissue 
composed throughout of long, narrow cells, orient ed parallel to cun·e of embryo. Transi-
tion al sclereids at e. surface usu al. ....... . . . .... .. ... ..... . .... .... .. ... 5. 
Sides conYex to concave. No cun-ing cell pattern at surface. Lid with keel, riclge , crest, 
or rounded . - Shape of cells varying with species, cells relath·ely short .... . .. . .. 9. 
5. E. small , length <2 mm. Large cadty in centre of s ides . Beak tiny, stigma :::!::: sessile.-
Cells small , undulate .. . .... . . . . ...... .. ........ . . ...... . ................ 6. 
Ee . small to !arge. No very !arge caYity in centre of sicles. Beak stronger.- Cells rel-
atively !arge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' · 
6. Shape globular, rn. l. 1. 68 rnm . CaYity in centre of sicles rounded, beak dorsally tiltecl, 
short. Apex of Iid sunk between sides, no t reaching base of beak. - Besides long, 
n arrow cells, rounded cells sometimes occurring rouncl dorsal edge of central cadty 
P. polygonifolius 
Shape n arrower , size smaller , m. l. 1. 28 mm, centra l ca\· ity drop-shaped, ± penetrating 
e. Distinct knot-like elevation in Yentral a rea a t place of partition wall. Beak more 
erect, apex of Iid reaching its b ase . -Cells Yery small, secondary walls thick P . coloralus 
7. Size !a rge, m. l. 2 .8-3 .0 rnm. Sides compressecl (sometimes cad ty in centre, clue to 
erosion). Beak ± centrally p laced.- Cells !arge, usually with pointed ends P . lucens 
Size smaller.- Cells smaller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8. 
8. Si ze medium, m.l. 2.3-2 .5 mm. Sides compressed. E. D-shapecl, beak ra ther strong, 
±vent ral. - Cells relat ively s ·n all , ± undulate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P. zizii 
Sm aller , m .l . 1. 8-2. 1 mm. Sieles either fl a t , or ± conca,·e with distinct central de-
pression. Shape m ore roundecl. Beak s trong, erect (top sometimes recurYed) centrally 
p laced. - Cells relatively !a rge, their endsoften blunt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P. gramineus 
9. Lid not reaching top of e.- Cells of Yariable shape . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10. 
Lid reachi ng top of e.- Cells of ya riable shape . . . . .. .. .... ....... .... . . ..... 15. 
·1 0. Interval between apex of Iid and base of beak comparati\·ely !arge. - Cells angul ar or 
irregular, !arge. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J I . 
Interval smaller, ± d istinct. - Cells of yariable shape, relati\·ely small . . . . . . . . . . 14. 
11. Beak and stalk small or absent . Sudace cells form fan-like pattern with radial s tri a-
tions.- Cells in deeper layers of e.large, rounded or angular . . . .... .. ....... 12. 
Beak longer, ventral. No rad ially s triated pattern. - Surface cells rela th·ely !a rge, 
angular or irregular. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13. 
12. Size !arge or medium , m. l. 2.5-2.8 mm. L id rounclecl with clistinct riclge, its apex and 
base pointed. Beak ± ventral. - Two !arge intercellular spaces deYeloping in deeper 
layers of sides. Distinct band of long, narrow cells in dorsal margins of sides 
P. vaginalus 
Size small or medium , m .l. 2. o--2. 3 mm. Lid rOtmded without riclge (sometimes in-
distinctly crested). i ts base broad, rounded, apex :::!::: rouncled. Beak ± central. -
L arge cells in deep er layers of sides not deyeJoping into intercellu.lar spaces. Band of 
long narrow cells n ot so weil deyeJoped .. . .. .... . . . ....... .. .. . . . . . P .filiformis 
13. Size usu ally very !arge, m .l. 3. 3-3.6 mm. Shape triangular or D-shaped . Distance 
between apex of Iid and base of beak great. Top of e. broad, e\·en . Lid rounded, with 
± developed, broad, low ridge . Sudace spongy, mat, cells !arge. - E. composecl of 
two structurally different p arts: in outer layers irregular, !arge, thin-walled cell t ype 
predomin ant; in deeper layers cell type changing to longer, narrow cells with pointed 
ends . . .... ...... . . . .. .. . ... .. . ..... . .... . ........ .. ........... P. pectiHatus 
Size smaller, m.l. 2.6-2.8 mm. Shape obo•oid or 0\-al, clist ance between apex of Iid 
and base of beak smaller, varying with endocarp. Lid keeled, :::!::: cres ted. Sudace of 
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well-preserYed endocarp with reticulate pattern of glossy spots pa ralleling cun·e of 
embryo. Surface pattern of erodecl e . mat, spongy, with relatively !a rge, rounded or 
angul a r cells.- Cell type regula rly angula r , cell walls thick ' '"ith concentric la mell a-
tions (m ay be largely decomposed in surface layers). no change of cell t ype or size in 
deeper e. laye rs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P. na/ans 
I •._ Small, m .L ·J . 4- 1 .7 mm . Shape obO\·oid, basetapering to tiny s t alk . Beak tiny, centraL 
Apex of Iid rounded. Sudace smooth.- Cells Yery small , cell type irregula r, in deeper 
c. layers also Jong, narrow, unclul ate cells. Cell walls thick ........ P . panormilanus 
Larger , m.L 1.6-2.0 mm. Shape 0\·al to ovoid. Beak stronger, apex of Iid pointed. 
S urface of e. rough ± wartecl . - Cells relat i,·ely !arge, cell t ype angular, ± short. 
In centre of sides cells often elongaterl, oriented parallel t o parti tion wall P. ruti/us 
15. Considerable interyaJ between apex of Iid ancl base of n ntral beak.- Cells of variable 
shape . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16. 
Apex of Iid reaching base of beak, or almost so.- Cells of variable shape . ... ... . 18. 
16. Size !arge, 2. 2-3.2 mm (occasion all y smaller), m.L 2. 6-2.8 mm. Shape obo,·oid or 
0\·a l. Lid keelcd, ::!::: crestecl. Surface of well-preserYed e. with re ticul a te pattern of 
glossy spots pa ralleling curYe of embryo. Surface of eroded e. m a t , spongy, cells rel-
a ti,·cly !a rge. - Cell t ype regul arly angula r , short, cell wa lls thick with concentric 
lamell a tions (may be largely decomposecl in surface layers) . ........ ... P. na/ans 
S ize med ium or small, less than 2. 4 111111.- Cell type angular or 111ixed ...... . ... 1 /. 
1/. Lid rounded, often cres ted in upper part. Beak long, erec t . Top of s ides and apex of 
Iid often recurved. Sides convex, somet i111es with small central depression . Surface of 
well -presen ·ed e. smooth, glossy; of eroded e. m at with !a rge, shallow pores.- Cells 
a ngul a r, \\·aUs thick. Cells !a rger in centre of sicles .... ..... ............. P. alpinus 
Lid roof-shaped or keeled, with irregula r cres t . Beak ± yentral , often dorsally tilted. 
Sieles con,·ex, often with sh allow furrows near dorsalm argins.Surface smooth , glossy. 
La ng, n arrow cells discerni ble in Iid and sides, cells showing tenclency to parallel curYe 
of embryo . - Cell type ,·arying in the same c.: short , angular cells mixecl with la ng, 
unclulate cells . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P. friesii 
18. Conspicuous warts on Ii d, and on base or araund stalk, ,-entra l a rea with prominent 
protuberancc or score. - Cell type \'a ri able ........ ... . . ....... ...... .. 19. 
Xo conspicuous warts on Ii d, no protuberances or score on ,-entral a rca. - Cell t ype 
variab le . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22. 
19. Apex of Iid rouncled , broad, often recurved, bordered with cr isp a te m argin at sides. 
Lid with n arrow, crispa t e crest. Araund stalk crispa te riclge, or row of warts (found 
in this species a lone). Surface rough , often with lo\\·, a rched eJeya tions. - Cell t ype 
angula r , regula r, short, arranged in curYecl rows in centre of sicles, more elongated , 
unclul a te along clorsalmargins of sides. Cell wa lls thin ........ . ..... P . obtusifolius 
Apex of Iid pointecl, not recuryed, no ridge a round stalk.- Cell t ype Yariable . ... 20. 
20 . Sieles confluent with s talk . \ "entral area sometimes with ± cl istinct protuberance, or 
score. Lid with acute, na rrow crest, o r warts covering broacl a rea down med ial line. 
Bcak central, usua lly dorsally tiltecl. :\I.L 2. 3. 2 mm . - Three types of cells form 
surface pattern : in centre of s ides cells !arge, short , angula r; dorsally t o these cells 
sm aller, in rows; in dorsalm argins of s icles cells long, n a rrow, oriented p a ra llel to cnrve 
of embryo. Cell walls rela ti,·ely thin ....................... ..... . . P. compressus 
Sides less confluent with s t alk . \ "entr al area a lways with spinelike or roundecl pro-
tuberance. La teral warts near base cl h ·erging.- Cell walls thick . .. ............ . 21. 
2 1. La rge, m.l. 2.5- 2.8 rum. D-shaped or rounded, comparati,·ely broad. Beak ventral, 
s ides compressed, slightly concave. Spine on Yentra t a rea la ng, often acute, placed at 
ya rying height . Three types of cell forming surface pattern: in centre of sicles cells 
!a rge, short , angula r ; dorsally to these cells smaller, in rows; in dorsal m argins o f sides 
cells la ng, n a rrow, oriented parallel to cun·e of embryo . Cell walls yery thick. 
P. acutifolius 
Smaller , m .J. 1. 8-2.5 111111 . Shape narrower, oYaL Beak shor t , erect , ± central. Pro-
tu berance on yentral a rea proionging partition wall.- Cell type irregular , cells small, 
whole e. t issue compact . Xo special cell grouping discernible in sides .... P. lriclzoides 
22. S ize !a rge o r medium, m .L > 2. 3 111111.- Cell t ype angula r, short , or irregul a r .... 23. 
S ize smaller, 111 .!. < 2. 3. n1111 Cell t ype Yariable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25· 
2:l . Large, m ass ive, m .l. 3. 5-3. mm. Lid keeled with broacl, acute crest, dorsal edge of 
s ides with crispate margin. Beak yentral, strong. Surface smooth, glossy. - Cells rel-
a ti,·ely small , angul ar, partition wall marked with elongated cells at side surface, cell 
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size increasing in deeper layers and !arge intercellular spaces deyeloping in each 
side. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P. praelongus 
Smalle r , m .l. <3 =·-No elongated cell pattem at place of partition wall. . . . . 24. 
24. Shape obovoid or oval, plump, sides usually with central depressions (sometimes lack-
ing) . Lid keeled, ± crested. Beak not decurrent, erect, sometimes recurved at top. 
Base with 0-4 diverging la t eral warts. Surface of well-preserved e. with glossy spots 
arran ged in curving pattern. E roded e . with mat, spongy surface, cells relatively !arge, 
rounded.- Cell type angular, regular, short, cell walls thick . .. . . . . . . .. . P. natans 
Shape variable . Sides fla t or convex. Beak decurrent, erect, or dorsally tilted, and 
relatively short . Sides t erminating at base in small but characteristic warts. Surface 
with glossy spots, and sometimes indistinct radial striation, cells less distinct. - Cell 
type irregular, ± shor t and ramiiied . Dorsal margins of sides bordered with elongated 
cells oriented parallel to curve of embryo. Intercellular spaces sometimes developing 
in sides or endocarp loop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P . perfoliatus 
25. Shape obovoid, broadest point at or above middle of e. Surface smooth, ± glossy. -
Cells small , cell type irregular . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 5. 
Shape ovoid or oval, broadest point at or below m iddle of e. Surface rough, mat. -
Cells relativelylarge, angular,± short . .... . . ... ... . . ... .. . . . .. .. . . ....... 27. 
26. Size very small, m .l. 1.4-1.7 =. m.b. 1.o--L2 mm. Lid rounded, i ts apex often 
round. Beak tiny, stigma ± sessile, often recurved.- Cells very small, shape irregular , 
cell walls thick. In deeper layers lang, narrow, undulate cells increasing in 
number . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P. panormitanus 
Size great er , m.l. 1. s-2. 1 =, m.b. 1 . 4-1.6 =· Lid roof-shaped or keeled, with 
rough crest or ridge; its apex pointed. Sides terminating at base in small , but character-
istic eievatians or warts. Lang narrow cells discernible in lid and sides, cells showing 
tendency to parallel curve of embryo. - Cell type varying in same e.: short angular 
cells mhed wi th lang, undulate cells . . . . . .. . .. . . . ...... ... ...... . .. ... P. friesii 
2i. Side view of ventral area convex or S-shaped. Lid bluntly roof-shaped or rounded , 
without crest (sometimes indistinctly warted). Ape.x of lid pointed, often extending 
along beak. Stalk not confluent with sides, base araund stalk often even, compressed . 
- Cell t ype angular , ± short, cells relatively !arge. ~1.1. 1.&--1.7 =, m.b. 1.1-
1. 3 rum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P. pusillus 
Side view of ventral area convex or straight, depressed at place of partition wall . Lid 
± rounded, often ridge in its upper p art, its ape.x pointed. Sides tapering gradually 
towards stalk, stalk tiny, confluent with sides. Beak ± strong, its cells !arge.- Cells 
relatively !arge, ± angular, some irregular , in centre of sides often elongated parallel 
t o partition wall. M.l. 1. 7-1. 9 =, m. b. 1.1-1. 4 = .................. P . rutilus 
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Appendices 
1. The samples measured cf. figs. 192-193 and Appendix 3 
Couutry uames are deri,·ed from the Latin name of the territory concerned following 
the usage of ~Flora Europaea I », 1964, Cambridge. 
Fe = Finland (Fennia), Su = Sweden (Suecica), )<o = Korway, Da = Denma rk 
(Dania), Ge = Germany, Po = Poland, Rs = USSR. (Rossia), Cz = Czechoslovakia, 
Au = Austria. 
Abbreviations of province names in Finland follow the Latin treatment of the 
province concerned, listed e.g. in HnTO~EN, I. 1933: Suomen kas\-io. Helsinki. 
The numbers of the samples correspond to those of Appendix 3. 
P. praelongus 
1. Fe, Sb. Pielavesi, J okijärvi 1.VIII.1941 0. Kyyh.I.."Yllen (H ). 2. Fe, Al. Finstrom, Vastanträsk 11.\"ll.1 J 10 
V. K orvenkontio (H) . 3. Rs, Sortavala VIII.1900 A. Palmgren (H) . 4. Fe, .c\..1. Hammarland, I--\ngträsk U .VII . 
1906 H. Lindberg (H ). 5 . Fe, Sb . Maaninka, Valkeisjärvi 22.VIII.1955 C . Cedercreutz (H). 6. F e, 4.VI!l.l897 
(H). 7. Fe, Ks . Kuola järvi 2 .IX.1917 V. Pesola. 
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P. pectinatus 
1. Fe, Al. Geta, Höckböleträsk 28.VIL1908 K. Linkola (H ). 2. Fe,~- Tammisaar i rural com., Tvänninne 13.IX. 
1936 H . Luther. 3 . Fe, Ob. I i, U!kokrunni 28.VII.1948 T. Ya rtiainen (H ). 4. Fe, Al. Sund, Finby 7.VIII.1878 
.-\. Arrhenius & A. 0. K iWman (H ). 5. Fe, Om. Bmhestad, Satamalabti 15.IX.1951 E. Hü)Ten (H) . 6. Fe, Oa. 
Solv, Sundom l.VIII.1942 R. Bäck (H). 7. Sn, Hälsingland 13.VIII.1947 S . 0. Björkman (FI. Sn. ex. 1556, H ). 
8. Fe, St. Vuorjoki l.VIII .1897 C. G. Björkenheim (H ). 
P. compressus 
1. Fe, Al. Saltvik, Toböleträsk 1l.VIIL1930 C. Cedercreutz (H). 2. Fe, St. Tyrvis, Waugimusj . 4.VIII .1870 H 
Hjelt (H). 3 . Rs, Ik. Rautu VII. 1880 H . F. Olsoni (H ). 4 . Fe, Ta. Längelmäki, 3l.VII.1888 0. Collin (H) . 5. R s 
K l. Sortavala, Vakkosalm i 2.VIII.1896 I. Vartiaiuen (H). 6. Fe, Ta. Längelmäki 3l.VII.1888 0. Collin (H> 
7. Su, Södermanland, Stockholm VIII. 1866 K. ]. Thedenius (H). 
P. lucens 
l. Fe, (H). 2. Fe, Ta . Sääksmäki, Uittamo 18.V III.1872 (H) . 3. Rs, Kl. Kurkijoki, Jüttijärvi 14.VIII.1905 J. S 
W. Koponen (H). 4. Fe, Ab. Lohja rural com., H ennala l.Y1II.1961 H . Toppari (H ). 5. Fe, N. Mörskom 23.V ITI 
1854 ~iklauder (II ). 6. Fe, Ta. Sääksmäki, Uittamo 18.\' III . 1872 (H ). 7. Fe, Ta. Hollola, Vesijärvi, l. \"Ill.1 932 
H . \Varis (H). 8. Rs, Kpoc. ~laasjärvi, 30.V1I.l897 I. 0. Bergroth & K. \\'. Fontell (H). 9. Au, Gmuudcn, Ebenz· 
weier IX.1908 L. K eller (Hb. I. Dörfle r 5333, H). 10. Su, Holmiac Xorrstnlm 1l.IX.1850 F. Hisiugcr lll ). 11. 
Fe, Ta. Hollo la, Vesijärvi 2.VIII.1935 T. Levanto (PI. Fe. ex. 1794, H) . 
P. crispus 
1. Fe, Al. J omala A. L. Bacl.:man 
P. nata,~s 
l. Fe, Ta. Pälkäne l.VIII.1932 K. Linkola (H ). 2. Fe, X. Esbo YIII.1894 A. 0. Kiblman (H). 3. Fe, Sb . Piclaw;i 
A. L. Backman 4. Fe, Ta. Tyrväntö 29.VII.1955 K . H. Pankakoski (H). 5. Fe, Ab. Karjalohjo, Tcsveri 2~.\'ll. 
1965 M. Aalto (H) . 
P . vagi,Jatus 
l. Fe, Om. Drahestad, 13.IX.1951 E. Häyren (H). 2. Fe, Om. Pie tarsaari 14. VIII.l906 C. A. Kyström (11 ). :L 
Fe, Om. Pedersöre 20.VII I. 1933 R. Storä (H). 4. Fe, Om. (H ). 5. Fe , Om. J akobstad 1896 C. \V. Fontell (ll ). 
6. Fe, Oru. Munsala 2.VII I.1900 I. 0. Bergrolli (H ). 7. Fe, Om. Jakobstad 10.VIII.1894 \ 1". Lauren (PI. Fe, ex. 
26a, H). 8. Fe, Om. Öja, Knivssund 2 .VII. 1936 B. Klackars (H.). 9. Fe, Om. Pietarsaari 14.\"UI.1906 C. A. Nyström 
(H). 10. Canada, Ontario 17.VIII.1952 A. J. Dreitung (H) 11. Su, N orrbotten, Neder lnle:\ \'II .1.931 K. A. Xilson 
(PI. Su. ex. 71, H). 12. Fe, Om. Gamlakarleby, Drudskär 25.\"[1.1934 U. W idlund (H ). 1~. Fe, Om. Rraht."tad 
13. I X.1951 E. Häyren (H). 14. Fe, Om. Pietarsaari 14.YIII.1906 C. A . Nyström (1[) . 
P . acutifolius 
1. Su, Skäne Öja 19.VIII.1898 L. M. N euman (H). Ge, ~euesund 12.VIII .1861 Zabcl (II ). 3. Ge, Thtiriugcn 
Altenbur!( 26.VII.1892 C. Haussknecht (H ). 4. Cz, ~oravia 15.VII.1947 J. Reitmayer (li). 5. Su, Södcrmanland 
~yby \"III.1899 C. 0. von Porat (H ). 6. Su, Leonardsberg Eneby VIII.1883 I. Lönnberg (H ). 7. Sn, Goteborg 
Färjenäs VIII.1897 E . Th. & H. Fries (H ). 8. Ge, Thüringen Erfurt 21.VII.l900 W . Rudolph (H ). 9. Cz, Moravia 
15.VII.!947 J. R e itmayer (H). 10. Su, Södermanland Stjamholm 8.VII1.1930 E . Asplund (PI. Su. ex. 76. H ). 
11. Su, Kärike Örebro 9 .VIII .1869 A. T. BjOrkman (H.) . 
P. perfoliattts 
l. F e, Ab. :-<agu, Selmö, Mövikcn 13.\"III.l 931 G. Aberg (H ) . 2. Fe, Ab. Pohja Ekcrö 11. 1X.193 i E. llayrtn 
(H ). 3. Fe, Ab . Lohja, H.umppila·viken l.IX.1888 C. E. Boldt (H ). 4. Fe, Ab. \ "i hti , Koikkala, Hiidenvesi 8.\'IIl 
1941 K. Liukola (H) . 5. Fe, Ab. Lohja, Mustapää 3XIII.1884 H . Lindberg (H ). 6. Fe, Sb. Pielavesi , Jokijärv i 
l.VIII.1941 0. Kyybkynen (H) . 7. Fe, Ta. Pä1käne 11.VII.1936 K. Linkola (H) . 8. Fe, Lk. Pelkosennicmi , Ki · 
tinen, Mukkakoski 27.\"11.1960 K. La.,"\ksonen (H ). 9. Fe, X. Nurmijärvi 7.VITT.l938 D. Backman (H.). Rs, K on. 
R.eutjiirv i , 2. I X. 1942 L. Fagetström (H ). 
P. :izii 
1. Fe, Al. Hammarland (H). 2. Fe, Al. Hammarland, Drygsböle 16.\"III .1945 L . F agerström (H). 3. Fe. Al. Ilam· 
marland J9.VIII.1909 B. Florström (H) 4. Fe, Al. Hammarland , Ungträsk 2l.VIll.1908 A. P a lrugren (1!). 
5. Fe, Al. Hammarland (H). 6. Fe, Al. H.amma rland VIII.1908 H. Lindberg (H ). 7. Fe, Al . Hammarland , I.am:tr:\sk 
14.\"11.1906 H. Lindberg (H). 8 . Fe, Al. Hammarland, Längträsk 19.\'III.1909 B . Florström (H.). 
P. obtusi{olius 
1. Fe, Sh . Piclavesi 0. Kyyhkynen. 2. Fe, Al. Soltvik ::'.1ösjö 20.\"III .1949 C. Cedercrcutz (H). 3. Fe, X. Bort:a 
22 .1X. 1934 E. !Iüyren (H). 4. Fe, Al. Eckcrö, Marby trask 2.IX.1939 C. Cedercreutz (H ). 5. Fe, Al. Sund 3.\'!1. 
1885 J. f,inden (H ). 6. Fe, Ab. Uusikaupunki, Ruokolanjarvi 18Xfii.1950 B. ::'.{almio (li). 7. Fe, St. Bjömebor~ . 
Torbonas l l.\"ll.l901 E. Häyren (H). 8. Fe, Ta. Lammi 17.\"III.1932 J. Soveri (H). 
P. filiformis 
I. Fe, K ;. R eposuo 2l.VII.1960 1\I. Hyvämäki (li). 2. Fe,:-<. Snappertuna Rösuml R. IX.l 898 E. llayron (11 
:l. Su,] amtland Sundsjön VIII.1856 Th. 0. D. X Krok (H). 4. Fe, Ta. H.ollola Vesijärvi 17XII.1934 T. Levander 
(H ). 5. Fe, Om. Jakobstad Sandön 8. \"III.1 898 C. II". Fontell (H). 6. Fe, St. Rauma Nurruisaari 17.VII .1945 
0. K. Silkkilä (H. ). 7 . No, Öst·Finmark, Yaranger 14.\"III.1864 Th. )1. Fries. 8. Su, Jämtland Sundsjön VIII. 
1856 Th. 0. B . ~ - Krok (H ). 9. Su, Jamtla nd IX.1885 E. Warodell (H. ). 10. canada, i\rackenzie distr. 17.VIII. 
1949 J. W. Cody & ]. B . McCanse (No 3534, H ) . 11 . Su, Skäne Krisbanstad 27.VII. 1929 P. Tufvesson (H). 13. 
Fe, N. Pell ing 10.VII I.1905 V. U. Wahlberg (H). 14. Fe, N. Pyttis 10.VIII. 1938 L . Fagerström (H). 15. Fe. N. 
Ekcnas Hästö Gloholm 23.VI.1897 E. Häyren (H ). 16. Fe, Ks . Reposuo 21.VII .1960 1\f. Hyvämäki (H. ). 
P . triclloides 
1. Su. Skäne Lund 28.VII.1875 S. A. Tullberg (H.). 
P . alpiuus 
1. Fe, Ks. Reposuo 2l.VII.1960 llf. Hyvämäki (H). 2. Fe, Sb. Pielavesi A. L. Backman. 
P. gramineus 
1. Fe, Ab. Ko rpo 9.VII I. 1923 0. Eklund (H). 2. Fe, Sb. Maaniuka Hyttilänkylä 24.VIII.1919 0. Kyyhkyuen (II ; . 
P. lriesJi 
1. Fe, Al. Geta ~orsträsk 26.VII. 1875 R. Hult & Tikkancn (H ). 2. Fe, Geta Östergeta F innviksträskct 29.Vl I. 
1924 0 . Porkka (H) . 3. Fe, Al. Geta Bolstaholmstrask 10.VIII.J901 F . Klingstedt & A. Palmgren (H). 4. Su , 
Skäne Wag nesjo 30.VI.1881 R. Wallengren (H) . Su, Skäne ~ybro \"III.!908 G. Jönsson IH ). 6. Su, Skäne K öprin · 
l(e:\n \'11.1876 E. Ljungström & G. l!umbla (H ). 7. Ge, Bamberg (P. Bavarici ex., G . Fischer 1901-02, H). 
8. Fe, Al. Finström LängsjOn 22 .VIII.1932 C. Cedercreutz (H) . 9. Rs. Pskow, 1\Iirosha 8 .VII.1898 W. Andrej ew (H ). 
P. Tlltilus 
1. Fe, lk. Muolaa , Eteläinen Äyräpäänjärvi 7.VIII.1930 L. Pohjala (H). 2 . Su, Uppland Närtuna 16.VIII.1SG5 
J. Wedberg & G. Tiselius (H ). 3. Su, Östergötaland, Örneby Gudsjön 1882 E.Starbäck (H. ). 4. Ge, Bavaria VII.1905 
G. Fischer (Hb. Normale I. Dörfler 4 770a). 5. Da, Bornholm Aarcmyre 23.VIII.1897 C. Kurck (H). 
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P. berchtoldii 
l. Fe, Ab. P a rairren LernJaks Källvik 6.YIII.1913 K. Linkola (H). 2. Fe, St. Bjömeborg Torbonäs Pyynlöoja 
9.\"!!.1901 E. Häyren (H ) . 3. Fe , Al. Eckerö Storby 4.IX.1892 H. Lindberg (H ). 4. Fe, Ta. Ypäjä 19.YIII.l962 
J. Kautee (H). 5. Fe, Ab. Karjalohja Tammisto l 5.YIII.1890 C. E. Boldt (H ). 6. Fe, K a . Kymi)lussalo 17.VIII. 
1928 .\. t:lvinen (H). 7. Fe, Ta. Ylöjärvi Ilmarinj. 19-28.\"!.1963 J. )!erilainen . 8. Fe, Sb. Lapinlahii Savonj. 
29.Vll.1960 J.lllerilä iuen. 9. Fe , Ob. Kemi rural com . Kemijok i l7.\"Ill.1960 l". Matala (H ). 
P. po/ygoniJolius 
1. Fe, Al. Gela Veslergela 30.V III.l 902 .\. Rem·all (H ) . 2. Fe, Al. Geta \"eslergeta l 9.YI!.l962 J. Suominen 
(H). 3. Fe, Al. Geta Östergela 6.Vlll.l93l C. Cedercreulz (H). 4. Su, Smltland FernsjO l2.\"Ill.l856 E . T. Fries (H ) . 
P . panormitanus 
1. Fe, X. Lovisa 26.VIT.I970 G. R . I. Sucksdorff (H). 2 Fe, Ka. \"iro lahti 5.VII.1931 I. Taube (H). 3 . Fe, Ka. 
\"irolaht i 23.Vlll.1946 .\. lilvinen (H ). 4. Fe, Borga 8.\" Ill.! 934 G. )larklund (H ). 5. Fe, Kl.SimpeleSiikalahti 
6. \"IT/.1951 R . E. Ruolsalo (H ). 6. Fe, Al. \ "ardö 20.\"lll.1939 P . Olofsson (H ). 7. Fe, Kl.Salmi 8. \"Ill.1 915 
K. Linkola (H ). 8. Fe, Ob. S imo 24.\" llr.t 914 \ ". Rasauen (H ). 
P. coloratus 
1. Da, Sjaelland 25.IX.1867 C. Rasmussen (H ) 
2. Collections illustrated 
A. L. B. = A. L. Backman (the collector). 
P. nalatLS 
Recenl: Figs. 1, 23 b: Fe, X. Esbo VII!.1 894 A. 0. Kibiman (H).- Figs. 45, 141-142: Fe , Sb . Piela,·esi 
A.L.B. 
Subfossil : Figs 23a, 139: Fe, Al. Hammarland 24/ 1956 .-\.. L. B. - Fig. 44: Fe, Al. Eckerö, Storby 39-43/ 
1928 A. L. B.- Fig. 46: Fe, Al. Kökar 23/195-1 A. L. ß.- Figs . 47, 48: Fe, Al. Kökar 25/ 1954 A. L. B.- F ig . 
155: Fe, Al. Jomala l / 1953 A. I ,. ß.- Fig. 156: Fe, Al. Geta 9/ 1948 A. I •. B. 
P. perjoliatus 
Recenl: Fig. 14: Fe, Sb. Pielavesi j okijärvi I.\"Ill.19-ll 0. Kyyhkynen (H ).- Fig. 24 b: Fe, K. Kurmijarvi 
7.\"lll.l938 D. Backman (H ).- Fig. 49: Fe, Ab. Kagu, Selmö )(öviken l3 .\"Ill.l93l G . Aberg (H ).- Fi g. 
50: Fe, Ab. Vihti Koikkala, Hiidenvesi 8.\'111.1941 K. Linkola (H).- Fig. 51: Fe, Ab. Lohja, )!ustapaä 3.\"III 
1884 H. Lindberg (H ).- Fig. 52: F e, Ab. Pohja, Ekerö ll.IX.l937 E. Hayren (H ) . 
Subfossi l: Fig. 53. Fe, Al. Hammarland 41-43/ 1953 A. L . ß .-Figs. 24a, 157: Fe, Al. Hammarland, Drygsböle 
94,96/ 1931 A. L. B.- Fig. 158: Fe, Ob. Ylitornio 143, 144/ 1943 A. L . ß. 
P. praelmlgus 
R ecenl: Fig. 4: Fe, Al. Finslröm, Yäslanlräsk 11.\"1!.1 910 \". Korvenkontio (H ).- Fig. 25b: Fe, Sb, Piela· 
vcs i l.V[[f.L94 1 0. Kyyhkynen (H}.- Fig. 54: Fe, Sb. )faaninka, Yalkcisjarvi 22.VHL1955 C. Cedercreutz. 
Subfossil: Figs. 25a, 143: Fe, Al. ]omala, l / 1955 A. L. B.- Figs . 55-57: Fe, Al. jomala 33, 34/ 1953 A. I. . 
B.- Fig. 159: Fe, Al. Eckerö, Emskär 13/ 1955 A. L. B. 
P . lucet's 
Recenl: Fig. 7: Rs, Kpoc. lllaasjärvi 30.\'1!.1897 I. 0. Bergroth & K. \\". Fontell (H).- Figs. 27, 59, 144: 
Rs, Kl. Kurkijoki, J ätlijärvi 14.\"III.l905 J. S . \1". K oponen (H ) . - Fig. 58: Fe, Ta. Sääksmäki , t:ittamo 18 
VIII.l872 (H ). 
Subfossil: Figs. 60-62, 161: Fe, Al. jomala 32/1953 A. L. B. - Fig. 160: Fe, Al. jomala 33, 34/ 1953 .\.I. . 
ß. - Fig. 162: Fe, Ob . Ylitomio 1943 A. L. B. 
P. zizii 
Recenl: Figs. 10, 30: Fe, Al. Hamma rland, Langträsk \"1II .l908 A. Palmgren (H).- Figs. 63, 163: Fe, Al. 
H a mmarland, Längträsk l 9.Vlll.l909 B. Florström (H) . 
P. grami·"eus 
R eceut: Fig . 8: Fe, Lk . Sodankylä Satlasjoki 27.\"11.1883 E. \\'. Biom. - Figs. 28, 64: Fe, Ab. K orpo, 
Slrömma 9.VIII.1923 0 . Eklund (H).- Fig. 65: Fe, Sb. )Iaaninka, Hyttilankyld 24.\'111.1919 0. Kyyhkyneo 
(H).- F ig . 66: Fe, Sb. Pielavesi A. L. B. (H ). 
Subfossi l : Fig. 67: Fe, Al. 1-lammarland, Samuelslorp 1934 A. L . B. - Figs. 68, 164: Fe, Al. Hammarland 
114/ 1953 A . L. B. - F ig. 69: Fe, Al. Eckerö 24/ 1956 A. L. B. 
P. polyg01•ifoli11s 
R ecenl: Figs. 6, 70: Fe, Al. Geta, \"eslergeta 4.VIII.1907 B. Florström (H ).- Figs. 31, 71, 167: Fe, Al. Geta 
Östergela 6.VIII.l931 C. Cedercreutz (H ).- Fig. 145: Fe, Al. Geta, \"eslergeta 30. \ "II1.1902 A. Renvall (H ) 
Subfossil: Fig. 72 : Fe, Al. Kökar 26/1954 A. L. B. 
P. coloratus 
Recenl: Figs. 5, 29, 73-74, 149: Da, Sjaelland 25.IX.l867 C. Rasmussen (H). 
P. alpitu~s 
R ecenl: Figs. 2, 26: Fe, Ks. Reposuo 27.\"1!.1960 M. Hyvämäki (H ). - Fig. 75: Fe, Sb. Pielavesi A. I.. B. 
Subfossil: Fig. 76: Fe, Al. Hammarland, Drygsböle 103/ 1931 .\. L. B.- Figs. 77, 165: Fe, Al. Hammarland, 
Samuelslorp 79/ 1955 A. L. B.- Fig. 78: Fe, Al. Hammarland, Drygsböle 94, 96/ 1931 A. L. B.- Fig. 166: Fe, 
I.k. Kitlilä 29/ 1955 A. L. B. 
P. crispus 
R ecent: Fig . 11: Po, Raciborz 2.\"III .1960 E. Krawiecowna (H ). - Figs. 36, 79, 140: Fe, Al. ]omala A. I .. B 
Subfossil: Figs. 80-87, 171 : Fe, Al. Hamma rland, Drygsböle 94-96/ 1931 A. L. B. 
P. compressus 
Recent: Fig. 19: Fe, Ta. Längetmaki 3 l.\"ll.1 8 0. Collin (H).- Fig. 32, 153: Rs, Kl. Sortavala, \'akko· 
salmi 2.VIII.l896 I. Vartiainen (H).- Fig. : Rs, Ik . Rautu \'1!.1 0 H. F. Olsoni (H ).- Figs. 89-90: Fe. 
Al. Saltvik, Toböleträsk ll.Vlll.l930 C. Cedercreulz (H).- Fig. 91: Fe, St. Tyrvis, \l'angimusj. 4.\"lll.1870 
H. Hjell (H). 
Subfossil: Fig. 92: Fe, Al. Hammarland, Oxpina 1934 A. L. B. - Fig. 93: Finland, Om. K :irs:imaki 2/ 1951 
(47) A. L. B. (del. ]essen). - Fig. 169: Finland, Al. Bovik 31 1954 .-\.. L. B. 
P. acutifolittS 
Recent: Figs. 18, 96: Su, N erike 9 .VII!.1869 A. T. Björkman (H ).- Figs. 33, 98--99: Su, Göteborg, Fä.rjenäs 
YIII.l897 E. Th. & H. Fries (H ) . 
Subfossi l: Figs. 97, 170: F e, Om. K ärsämäki 1944 (60) A. I.. B. (det. ]essen). 
ACTA BOT:\XICA FE~XIC.-\. 88 83 
P. triclzoides 
R ecent : Fig. 21: )forocco, )farrakech 21.\'.1926 H. Lindberg (H ).- Figs. 34, 172: Ge, Berol, Südend 1.\'IIL 
188 1 C. Schlappig (!I ) . - Figs. 94-95: Su, Sk:\ne Lund 28. \"II.\ 875 S. A . Tullberg (H ). 
P. obtusi/olzus 
Recent: Fig. 16: Fe, Al. Salt,·ik, )[ösjö 20. \ ' lll.\ 949 C. Cedercreutz (H).- Fi~s. 35, 150, 152: Fe,:-:. Borgä 
22. \X. \ 934 F.. Hayren (H ).- Fig. 106: Fe, Al. Eckerö, )[arby trask 2.1X.1939 C. Cedercreutz (li ) . - Fig. 109: 
Al. Sund, Trask 3 .\'11.1885 J. Linden (H ). 
Subfossil: Fig. 107: Fe, Al. Föglö 2 4/ 1955 A. L. B. - F ig. 108 : Fe, Al. Fins lröm , Kulla 5, 10/1955 A. L. 
B.- F igs. 15 1, 173: Fe, Al. Salt,·ik, 1-la~:unosse 200, 206 1928 A. L. B. - Fig. 17-1: Fe, Al. Finström, Kulla 
6:l/ t 955 A. 1 •. n. 
P . berchto/dii 
Recent : Figs. 3, 100: Fe, Ah. Karjalohja, Tammisto 15.\'Ill.l 90 C. E. Boldl (II ).- Fig. 3!1: Fe, Ta. \'pajä, 
I.eva 19. \'Irl.l 962 J. K antee (II ).- F i~. 10 1: Fe , Sb. Pidavesi A . L. B.- Fig. 102: Fe, Ab. Parainen, I,emlaks 
K a lh·ik 6. \ ' 111 . 19 13 K. Linko la (H ). 
Subfossil: Fig. 103: F e, Al. K öka r 28 1954 A. !,. B.- Fig. 104: Fe. Al. Föglö 76 1955 A. 1.. B.- F ig. 105: 
Fe, Al. Geta 9, (6)/ 19-18 A. L . B. - Figs. 175-176: Fe, Al. Salt,·ik 19/ 1956 A. L. B. 
P . panormilatzus 
Recent: Fi!(. 13: Fe, Al. Yä rdö 20. \'111.1 939 P . Olofsson (H).- Fig. 38: Fe, K a. \'irola hti 23.\'11!.1946 A . 
t: lvinen (II ).- Figs. 110, 177: Fe, X . 8 .\'111.1 934 G. )J.arklund (H ).- Figs. 111 , I 78: Fe, K a. \ 'irolah ti 5. \'ll . 
193 1 l. Taube (II ) . 
Subfossil: Fig. 112 : Fe, Al. F inslröm, K ulla 4 1955 A. L. B. 
P. 1riesii 
Recent: Fig-s. 20, 37, 11 9, 15 7: Fe, Al. Geta, Öste rgela, Fin,·ikstra,ke t 29. \'II 192 4 0 . P orkk a (II ).- Fig. 120 
F e, Al. Geta, X o rstrask 26.\'11. 1875 R. Ilult & Tikkanen (H ). 
Subfossil: Fig. 121: Fe, .-\1. Salt,·ik , Boxö 11 2 1953 A. L . B.- Fig. 122, 18 1: Fe, Al. Finslröm, Kulla 5, 10/1955 
A. L. ß. - Fig. 123: Fe, .-\1. SaltYik 13 1 1953 A. L. B. - Fi g . 179: F e, Al. F öglö 75 1955 A. I.. B.- Fig. 150 
Fe, Al. Saltvik 13 1/ 1955 A. L. B. 
P. rutilus 
Recent : Figs. 22, 40 , 11:1, 114 , 182: Ge , Bavaria \'11.1 905 G. Fi scher ( llh. X omtale T. D örfler 4770a, H ). 
Subfossil: Figs. 11 5-117: Fe , Kb . llomantsi , Ilajansuo 52 K . T olonen {11 ) . - l:ig . 11 8: F e, Kb. Ilomantsi, 
Ristisuo 7 K . To loucn (H). 
P. filiformis 
R ccent : Fig. 15: F e, X. Ekenas, ll as lö, G lohohn 23.\'1.1897 E. H ayreu (II ).- Fi gs. 41 , 12-1: Fe, K s. R epo-
suo 27.\"11.1960 )l. llyvä mak i (II ).- Fig. 125: X o, F inma rk , Börselv j. )!. X orma n (1-1).- Fig. 126 : Fe, X . 
Snappertuna, Rösund 8 .1X. IH98 E. H ayren (H ). 
Subfossil: Fig. 12 i: Fe, Kb. Ilomants i , ::\futalah ti 4. K . Tolonen. - Fig. 128: Fe, Ob. Ylitorn b 1943 A. L . B. 
- Figs. 129, 185: ="o , Fiuma rk, ludre Billefjord 97 ' 1954 A. 1 . . B. - Fig. 186 F e, Al. A. I, . B.- Fig. 187: X o, 
Finmark , Karasjoki A. L. B.- Fig. 1 : Xo, Finmark 95/ 1954 A. L . B. 
P. t•agiPZalrH 
R eceu t : Figs. 17 , 42, 131 - 132: F e, Om . Öja, Knivsund 2.\'11.1936 B. Klocka rs (H ).- Fi g. 130: Fe, Om. 
Brahestad 13. 1 X.195 1 E . H üyren (H ).- Fig. 189: Fe, Om . Pietarsaari , Gamlahamu 14.\"Ill.1906 C. A . ="yströtu 
( II ). 
P. puti,zalrts 
R ecen t: Figs. 12 , 43, 113, 15 4,203: Fe, Al. Geta, H ock bölelrask 2 .\"11.1 908 K . l.inkola (H ).- Fig. 135: 
Fe, );'_ Tammisaari rural com ., Tvärminne 13 .IX . 1936 H. l.uther. 
Subfossil : Fig. 134: Fe, Al. Geta 16, 17 ' 1956 A. L. B.- Figs. 136-137 : F e, Al. Geta, B ergdalsmyren 195 4 
A. !,. B. - Fi!(.191: Fe, .-\l.Sa ltvik , Boxö 1121 1953: A. I. . B. 
G roe11laudia detiSa 
R ccent: Figs. 9, 148: Au , Gmunden, Ohlsdorf 25. \'111.1 935 A . \l"iem a nn (H ). - Figs. !H8, 146- 14 7: D a 
Jylland , Ribe n .t886 0. Gelert (H ). 
P . sp. 
Subfossil : Fig. 183: =-: o, Finmark, Ind re Billefjord A. L . B. - Fig. 184: Fe, Al. A. L. B. 
3. :Jieans (:JI) and standarcl deyiations (SD) for samples ancl species 
)[ SD ~1 SD 
Sampie 11 1. b. 1. b. Sampie n 1. b. 1. b. 
P. putinalus 
P . pratlot~gus 1 1 3.50 2. 70 
I 8 3 .62 2. 15 0.2 1 0.1 ~ 2 26 3.36 2. 7 I 0. I 9 0. I 7 
2 3.90 2. 85 0 .11 0.07 3 12 3. 14 2.57 0. 32 0.28 
3 22 3 . 6 I 2 .39 0 . 3> 0.23 4 4 3.00 2 . 02 0.20 0.33 
-1 4 3.>5 2. 18 0. 17 0.17 5 19 3.97 3. I 5 0.15 0. 17 
5 2 3.90 2.75 0 .11 0.07 6 8 2. 71 2. 22 0.06 0. I 3 
6 59 3. 6< 2.13 0 . 37 0. 22 6 3. 72 2.60 0.12 0. I 8 
7 3 4 . 17 2.90 0. I 5 0.20 24 3. t2 2.56 0. 17 0. I 2 
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Sampie n 1. b. 1. b . 
P. rutilus 
1 11 1. 81 1.25 0. 16 0.08 
2 1.60 1.30 O.oo 0.14 
3 3 l.9i 1.30 0.06 O.oo 
4 3 1. 97 1. 33 0. 15 0.06 
5 5 1. 6·1 1.0 8 0. 15 0.18 
Total 24 l. so 1.23 0. 18 0.13 
P. pol ygonifolius 
1 30 1. 69 1. 32 0 .1 6 0.13 
2 5 1.66 1.26 0.11 0.18 
3 ? 1.34 1. 26 0.05 0.10 
" 
58 1.61 1. 27 0.17 0.13 
Total 100 1.63 1.28 0.16 o.u 
P. bercilloldii 
1 6 1. 60 1.22 0.06 0.08 
2 20 1. 60 1.25 0. 13 0 .11 
3 9 1. 66 .1.21 0. 10 0.09 
4. 4 1. 5o 1.20 O.oo 0 . 08 
6 6 1. 8 3 1. 10 O.o5 0. 11 
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1. 5 I 
1.28 
1.2S 
± 3 x sta11da!'d deviation of the populalion. The abbrev:ia tion 
s. d. refers to this calculation. 
85 
M SD 
b. 1. b. 
l.oo 0.10 0 . 07 
1.1 8 0.26 0 .1 3 
1. 33 0.14 0.10 
1. 42 0.13 0.13 
1.20 0.2 1 0.15 
1.10 0.15 0 . 12 
1.10 0 . 07 O.o o 
1.08 0.22 0.15 
1.10 
1. 20 0.08 0.08 
1.17 0.10 O.o 6 
l.o5 0.15 0.12 
l.t 0 0. 10 0.12 
1.11 0.15 0.11 
0.94 0.09 0.09 
0 .94 0.09 0 . 09 
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